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Methodology
The 2016 Teton County Library Community Survey was conducted in Teton County, Wyoming, between June
13 and July 6, 2016. The survey included 26 questions in four sections, Community Value of Our Library, How
Are We Doing Today, Our Library’s Future, and About You. One thousand, forty-eight (1048) people took the
survey, with 228 responses in Spanish. This survey is one of several tools used to inform the Teton County
Library’s 2016 Strategic Planning Project, generously funded by the Teton County Library Foundation.

Survey Design
The survey was designed to collect both the community’s satisfaction with existing services, as well as
community input on possible future changes. The survey questions were tested by members on the project’s
Technical Advisory Group and then modified to best meet the project goals. The survey was offered in English
and in Spanish, with the Spanish translation completed by a local, professional consultant from Mexico.

Dissemination
The survey was offered in print and online and responses were almost evenly distributed between the two
survey types. Five hundred and forty nine surveys were completed online and 539 people filled out printed
surveys. Hard copies were available at stations around the library, at library events and were disseminated
outside of local grocery stores throughout the period. Participants wishing to access the survey virtually were
directed to the project website, where surveys were available in both English and Spanish. Local Mexican
leaders, who were paid for their time, distributed printed surveys. Most of these people were professionals
who are known to our local Latino community, trusted fellow community and family members. Participants
were greeted at events, such as soccer games, and then a survey disseminator reviewed the survey with the
participant, sometimes writing answers down for the participant. Notices of the opportunity were distributed
by email on the local business and nonprofit lists, at Chamber of Commerce and Rotary meetings. A link to
the survey was posted on Teton County Library’s webpage and the strategic planning project webpage, as
well as through Facebook posts. The majority of surveys were filled out in English, 860 surveys completed in
English and 228 in Spanish.

Survey Participants
1.
2.
3.
4.

The vast majority of our participants are library users, 986 out of 1041 or 95%.
Most of our responses are from people between 25 and 64 years of age, 732 people or 67%.
We had an imbalanced gender representation, with 74% female and 26% male.
21% of participants completed Spanish surveys, with only one Spanish response online.

Limitations: With 1,048 responses, the survey results are not statistically representative of the population of
Teton County, Wyoming. However, while the survey was designed to collect both patron and non-patron
data, the final results show that 95% of survey participants are library patrons. As such, the survey response
is a statistically significant representation of the 14,316 active users of Teton County Library.
Success: This is a community survey. When compared to other surveys executed in Teton County, we had a
very high number of responses. By utilizing local Latino leaders and families, we were able to effectively reach
the Latino community.
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2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Section One:
Community Value of Our Library
Highlights
•

The majority of participants - 95% - believe our library is either essential or very
important to the quality of life in Teton County

•

The majority of participants believe the provision of popular materials like books,
DVD’s, audiobooks, etc. is the primary reason Teton County Library is invaluable
to our community

•

When multiple responses were available, over half of participants noted all
current services by Teton County Library as essential

•

Participants are primarily library users, with 90% visiting the library and 62%
using the library online services in the past 12 months
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2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 1: How important is our library to the quality of life in Teton
County?
Teton County Library is clearly loved and appreciated by many. Ninety-five percent (95%) of participants
responded that our library is either essential or very important to the quality of life in Teton County and only
1% said it was not important. Nationally, both users and nonusers consistently site libraries as crucial
institutions within their communities. Total responses to this question: 1,083

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
How important is our library to the quality of life in Teton County?
Shown in number of responses
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Comments:
1. It is the place where we store knowledge.
2. It is important because we have information
and books to learn from.
3. It is very important to ensure academic
development in the education of our
children.
4. I believe a library is essential – our library
could be doing a better job.
5. The written word, accessible to all, is vital
to intellectual, spiritual, etc. growth and
progress as a community.
6. We are in Alta, WY and it is so essential to
the quality of life over here. Eva Dahlgren is
fabulous and is bringing wonderful
programs here!!
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7. We spend several days a week at the
library!
8. I have two daughters, they always are
happy to be in there for read play and learn
more about other people.
9. We would not be living here if it weren't for
the library.
10. I am very grateful to have such an amazing
library.
11. Reading programs.
12. I use it almost weekly to borrow items to
save money/get introduced to new genres,
have a quiet and comfortable space to
enjoy work, and attend presentations.

13. What our library offers makes our
community so extra special bringing
awareness at all levels to all ages.
14. I use the Alta Library.
15. It is an education hub, community center
promoting literacy and a well-informed
population.
16. I have not use TLC for more than a year.
Everything I need intellectually is online.
17. Meeting space and Internet availability are
essential items for today's needs.
18. Online
19. Books are for archives in museums of
history; although, its better than having a
beer distributor and a car dealership with 3
locations inside city limits.
20. Off seasons would be BRUTAL here
without TCLib.
21. The library is our community center in Alta.
22. Our community is small and the library is
where we go to find out what is going on
and to find out who needs help.
23. Public libraries and public schools form the
backbone of our unique American culture.
24. Spanish options
25. Visits have made my occasional time in
Jackson much better. I think TC Library is
fantastic
26. I would select 'IMPORTANT' if it was an
option. :)
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27. I use it on a weekly basis for meetings and
work.
28. In this bustling tourist town, the Library is
one of the best possible places for teens to
hang out in a positive environment. Lacking
any such safe place in a 'party town' such
as Jackson teens and kids are far more
likely to become involved with drugs and
alcohol.
29. My only source of Internet access.
30. Far beyond lending books, the library
provides space for community groups such
as Geologists of Jackson Hole, the Bird and
Nature Club to hold their meetings which
are an important education resource for the
community, it provides a wonderful
incentive for children and adults to read
through its summer reading program, and it
provides space in its study rooms for
tutoring.
31. I use the library at least weekly
32. It is a gathering place for organizations, a
place for learning new skills and a place to
access items such as DVDs and
downloadable books at a time when access
to satellite TV and audio books is cost
prohibitive for many residents. It is also a
place for the elderly and non-computer
literate folks to gain help with digital items
and access many important items only
accessible via computers.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 2: Why is our library an important part of our community?
Please check all that apply.
This question’s results show the obvious appreciate individuals have for the services offered by Teton County
Library. Each listed option was selected by at least 50% of the participants who answered this question. That
means at least half of all participants see every listed service as a reason why our library is important to our
community. The provision of popular materials received the most support across respondents, or 87% of
participants support. Total responses to this question: 1,075

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Why is our library an important part of our community?
Shown in number of responses
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Comments:
1. Everything is good
2. Open to everyone.
3. Because it is important for those who are
poor – thank you for what you offer and
your help.
4. It provides help at all levels to search and
know other cultures in the world.
5. Creates culture & strengthens education.
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6. Partnerships with public and private
schools providing resources and programs
that the schools cannot.
7. Get to meet new people.
8. Facilitates community building for locals
and a resource center for visitors coming
out of town.
9. Intellectual hub with speakers.
10. Technology support for the community.

11. It reflects the community's commitment to
lifelong learning. It supports seniors who
want to continue to grow.
12. We are impressed with how welcoming the
staff and space is to visitors.
13. Access to changing art exhibits and
installations.
14. I see it doing all of the above, highlighted
two important to me and my family. I have
received OUTSTANDING service from
librarians when I ask for support in locating
information. The library enriches our lives
by broadening our contacts, context, and
perspectives.
15. Fun volunteer opportunities.
16. Technology tutoring.
17. Books are the most important things in my
life.
18. Access to knowledge for free!
19. It represents that as a community, we value
information and an educated society.
20. It provides books.
21. It should provide a place that inspires
further learning and a broadening of our
horizons.
22. The library is my "go to" place for family
friendly events and local happenings.
23. A very important component to our little
community over here!
24. Place for little kids to play/story time.
25. Provides all these services with life
affecting grace!
26. It is your place to go when you don't want
to be home.
27. Your other "home".
28. Is just amazing, everything in one.
29. Books beat electronics!
30. All are great services and are important to
the library.
31. Places for groups like geology club and
foreign policy.
32. Our Teton Library is currently the ONLY
after school hangout spot for kids.
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33. Work and volunteer work for people in the
community.
34. It provides a welcoming environment for all:
Latinos, visitors, young, old...it has
something for everyone.
35. It provides a place where visiting family
members may bring their grandchildren for
all of the above.
36. Alta – related, I do appreciate Jackson too!
37. Quiet place to sit, read, think and work.
38. Great free family activities.
39. Children's enrichment programs.
40. To have a good habit.
41. Location and bus service make our library
accessible for everyone.
42. It provides services to the senior
population.
43. It's also a great resource for tourists. Before
we purchased a home in Jackson, we
visited for many years on vacation. Often
we used the library as a resource.
44. ILL is vital to me.
45. It provides the community and
organizational access to amazing staff like
Isabel Zumel!
46. I appreciate the focus on serving our
citizens vs. the broader community which
can include transients that don't contribute
to the tax base, volunteer, or contribute to
balance, etc. you don't want to just be a
glorified internet café for the transient,
homeless vagrants.
47. Volunteerism, services and programs for
seniors and visitors
48. There is no level that cannot share the
library-rich or poor.
49. We live in Alta. The library is very important
to our community.
50. It provides common ground for the
community in a safe place that provides
services without requiring a particular
identity or cause to participate.

51. It has book recycling (the book nook),
printer access, tax help, amazing staff.
52. It's free, open to all.
53. A place to meet new friends.
54. I bring my preschool here 2 times a week this is where I get ALL of my resources
from.
55. It's a hub for the community regardless of
socioeconomic status.
56. All of the Above!
57. Story time- my kids have to go to the library
after school.
58. Beautiful facility.
59. Provides a safe place for youth if
appropriately observed.
60. It's the one place in town that I can go and
stay all day, be comfortable and the
librarians are always smiling and helpful
61. It provides a forum for speakers who inform
and expand our minds.
62. The library provides free access to print
and digital information and literature. The
library provides important resources for
lifelong learning!
63. It provides quiet workspace for adult
learners.
64. Provides a place for adults continuing their
education to study and research.
65. Great meeting place of all walks of life. As
we seem to become more segregated, all
seem to show up at our well-used library.
66. It's a symbol of democracy, connection and
community. It represents what kind of
society we want to be, and what we can
aspire to.
67. One of the few in-town places with regular
activities for very small children.
68. It is friendly - tries to have hours to fit busy
schedules.
69. All of the above -- plus it employs good
people.
70. I love the online catalog providing access to
libraries around the state through interTeton County Library Community Survey | 8

library loans. It is very useful that it is
delivered to our branch in Alta!
71. To me it's the hub of the community,
particularly for learning opportunities. As a
retiree, one of the outstanding aspects of
our community is the knowledge base and
expertise of our seniors. They are highly
educated, interested in the world,
interested in community problems. With
these assets they generously give of their
time and create organizations that provide
value to the community. Having a space in
the library for these groups to meet benefits
the groups (which are open to the public) as
well as the library. Page to the Podium as
well as the Foreign Affairs discussions are
also valuable. But what happened to "From
the 92nd Street Y" broadcasts. Please
being gem back. Last year's visit from a
children's author was a bonus for the kids.
72. It provides a FREE comfortable place to
visit
73. It is pleasant and inspiring
74. It is also a quiet place for tourists to spend
the day and reconnect with home via Wi-Fi.
75. It doesn't seem to provide many services
for teens or job seekers.
76. It provides access to an enormous variety
of literature and information in-house and
through services like interlibrary loan.
77. It is free and open to anyone/everyone.
78. It’s free and open to all.
79. The library is a neutral, non-biased place
that provides access to info for free.
80. Should NOT be defect day care.
81. Please note: I did not say this is a safe
place for youth because in the winter I am
at North India River County Library in FL,
and this year an older man met a child in
the library and the child ended up being
assaulted by this man. There was quite a
bit of discussion about "how safe is the
library", and I personally spoke to the fact

that the library staff can NOT be
responsible for each & every child. I think
the Huff Library takes too much
responsibility by assuming your staff can
make the library a safe place for children.
82. Need to have HOUSING ASSISTANCE have resources available for those needing
assistance
83. Overrun during the school year.
84. Did provide computer help
85. Not sure what difference is between
"meeting space" vs. "community events"
86. We need more programs on topics like
current events, finance, & literature.
87. I do not know how the kid’s library has
been used as of late... I do hear stories of
misuse and unattended kids. You would be
better able to evaluate this.
88. Does it provide services available to teens?
I’m not aware of them
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89. I would say it "should" on some of these
items such as services available to teens -it should provide... as it doesn't quite do
that with the management transitions.
90. It should include most of the above, but
currently I feel there are limiting factors.
91. Apparently there are issues after school.
92. As long as there is enough support staff to
control the number of kids who come in.
93. As a parent of young children, the
unsupervised kids problem needs to be
visited. It seems like a "free for all" at times,
therefore we've stopped coming. This is
not your staffs' fault, as they are not
babysitters. I'm not sure what the solution
is?
94. I do not believe that the library is creating a
safe place for youth. It seems more like a
bloated free daycare for latchkey kids.
95. It is not.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 3: Which library services are the most important to our
community? Please select all services you think are essential.
Consistent with the responses in previous selections, access to books and other reading materials was
selected by 88% of participants as the service most important to our community that is provided by the
library. While responses to Spanish and English version surveys were very similar, it is important to note that
Spanish version participants voted the top three most popular responses within 2 percentage points of a tie.
Thirteen (13) participants chose to skip this question. Total responses to this question: 1,075

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Which library services are the most important to our community?
Shown in number of responses
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Access to books and other reading material
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Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Help for children that need to learn more.
Everything is indispensable.
Everything is important.
Access to authors.
Have not needed to ask staff for much, but
they are awesome and the staff help me
find items I may not have found on my own.
6. Tutoring rooms are very helpful.
7. Adult education programs.
8. Seems like they are all worthwhile.
9. Technology tutoring.
10. Recycle
11. Promoting literacy in all ages.
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12. It is really nice to be able to borrow difficult
to find movies and documentaries.
13. Not just ACCESS to books, but actual
books...I have been so saddened by the
loss of stacks to peruse.
14. Resource for local information e.g. history
of cowboys.
15. Family/early childhood programs.
16. Story times
17. Kids services
18. Computer education
19. Programs for 3-12 year olds.
20. The nook

21. Toddler/youth programs
22. VITA tax prep
23. Not sure what kind of "meetings" you
mean. Educational Program meetings or
small 2-6 person type meetings. The first is
very important. The second type of
meeting should be for tutoring and the like,
not for personal or business type meetings
where people can meet elsewhere.
24. KHOL radio show.
25. At Alta!
26. Place to work or study.
27. Enjoy using inter-library loans, would like
that to continue but you may have to
institute more charges?
28. Keep up the good work - Thanks to All who
serve our community, and especially Our
Library!
29. Overdrive Media is a great off-site service.
30. Access to books and other reading material
is the most important!
31. The library has always been there for me
and our cycling guests for all of their needs!
32. Education should be on going and available
here for all age groups although children
are the most vulnerable. The library is just
one of the organizations to do this though
for kids and so it should be a balanced
priority to this organization.
33. A safe, welcoming place for parents and
children year-round.
34. Services for children, infant-teen, and their
families are absolutely essential to
maintaining a well-informed, involved
community.
35. Summer reading programs are important to
teach the children library skills. The fun
activities help them feel welcome at the
library.
36. Connect teens to community.
37. Tax prep
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38. The accessibility of interlibrary loans
connects Jackson to the world outside the
valley.
39. Printer
40. Children's programs
41. A non-drinking environment to bump into
friends.
42. Love that the library is open on Sunday.
43. Stock more popular fiction so there’s no
wait for copies from elsewhere in WY.
44. Early literacy promotion and information for
parents.
45. Space and events for younger kids.
46. It might be more effective to rank in order
of importance rather that to try to
differentiate between essential and nonessential.
47. The services and resources are free to its
patrons. It is wonderful to borrow (and not
have to buy) a book or a movie, or a
magazine, etc.
48. So lovely to be able to borrow material
instead of buying. It seems to be a form of
reduce, reuse, recycle.
49. Children's programming
50. Courses
51. Computer tutoring
52. None
53. Tech Tutoring, especially for senior citizens.
54. Children's programming
55. Genealogy Club
56. Meeting Space
57. All of the above are important but perhaps
not all are essential. My grandchildren are
not teenagers yet so I am not familiar with
services for teens but programs/services
would be important. I did notice that this
summer you have films for 6-12th graders.
That, I think, is a nice addition to the
summer program. My grandkids have
participated in the summer reading and
activities for several years. Now that my
grandson is going into 6th grade, he's

excited about the Star Wars films. It's a
great extension to the film program you've
had for younger children previously. Having
the schools' activity buses stop at the
library after school is an essential service. I
know there are challenges for the library in
having lots of kids descend upon the library
after school but it points out the need in
Jackson for after school programs that
don't cost a lot of money. Figuring out how
the library can help serve the needs of
quality after-school programs that don't put
a financial burden on families should be a
priority in planning for the future. My
grandson has been going to the library on
Wednesdays for chess club which is the
type of activity that could be expanded
upon. I earlier mentioned the various clubs
that meet in the library. I think there would
be many seniors with the time and
expertise who could establish a club and
lead its activities. What about a geology
club? What about a bird club? The
Geologists of Jackson Hole have an
education program and already go into the
schools. A club at the library would be a
logical extension of an existing program.
58. Help bridge the digital divide with
Computer classes and access to
Technology instruction. The divide exists
and a library is a perfect place to help
bridge that divide.
59. Free access - no economic barrier to entry.
Free place to meet. Free place to do
homework. Free access to Internet. Quiet,
safe, welcoming space that's free to all.
60. Promotion of family/early literacy &
spanning the digital divide.
61. Free movies and new books
62. Story times
63. Should open at 9 am.
64. More hours open!
65. Need more hours of operation
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66. I would love to see the library open at 9am
67. Years ago the library stayed open until nine
enabling people who work time to eat
dinner and then go together on their own or
with their family to the library. I believe
extended hours especially on Friday would
increase the number of people using the
library immensely.
68. Need to stay open until 9 pm Monday
through Friday
69. Hours of operation do NOT meet the needs
of the community.
70. Hours of operation should be longer, to
meet the needs of people who work.
Longer hours on weekends.
71. Would like to see Alta Library open on more
days
72. Wish we had someplace to meet and have
programs here in Wilson.
73. We seem to have lost an hour at closing
time with the new library...
74. Expanded hours would make sense to
increase availability of library services.
75. I would like to see the library open in the
evening.
76. Alta needs more days and hours
77. We would like our library to have hours
open in the evening
78. Consistent hours of operation would be
best.
79. The hours are not very flexible
80. Genealogy assistance
81. I'm not certain the library always needs to
be quiet...but there are definitely portions of
the library that should be so.
82. There is a need for computer Literacy in
Spanish and English. Thanks
83. Services for teenagers are not attractive.
84. Organize workshops/lectures for adults.
Stories/story-times for children in Spanish
more days during the week.
85. Why is onsite tech help gone?

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 4: How well do our physical spaces serve our community?
Eighty-four percent (84%) of participants responded that the library’s physical space is either excellent or
good. More than 20 comments noted the need for a public entrance closer to the parking lot, often sighting
safety reasons. Twenty-one comments directly noted needing a larger Auditorium space, while more than 15
acknowledged a need for larger meeting space and library space in general. Total responses to this
question: 1,079

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
How well do our physical spaces serve our community?
Shown in number of responses
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Comments:
1.

We need more space to work on our
laptops. More table space, please. As well
as more outlets for charging. Thank you!
2. We need more space.
3. It is small.
4. It needs to grow because the community is
growing.
5. Needs to be larger for the services.
6. On occasions it is not possible to access
the private study rooms.
7. More rooms for meetings.
8. More training programs.
9. I think it could be improved with a little bit
of color.
10. A wider space for babies.
11. Space to care for infants.
12. Needs space for teenagers.
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13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

Physical education programs for adults.
Needs more space for youth.
For me, everything is good.
What is there is great but may need to add
more square feet including a larger meeting
room.
Larger meeting rooms - they are often
overflowing with people!
Open the back door! It should be a front
door.
Access from the parking lot.
Research assistance is limited and
availability to older/archival resources are
limited. The library/research staff should not
rely on the Internet resources that most
people have access to, but rather be able
to find and access information available at

21.

22.

23.

24.
25.

26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

larger, national libraries. The public meeting
space (auditorium) is too small and many
patrons are turned away from popular
events, so a larger auditorium is needed or
strong partnerships with a facility to provide
ample space for popular programs - similar
to Page to Podium.
The library should have an entrance for
everyone that faces the parking lot. The
current layout is poorly designed.
It's excellent, but video games for kids
seems counter productive. I realize that
libraries across the country do this.
However, I do not send my kids by
themselves because of this. I wish the
library could be more creative such as
offering only educational games or online
schools such as the Kahn Academy. The
after school program should be to complete
homework or do extra educational studies.
The video games are a distraction and
make a much louder environment with kids
standing around watching each other.
Again I realize other libraries have them.
But Jackson is unique and creative.
The entry door NEEDS to be closer to the
parking lot. Or the handicap entrance
needs to be open to all.
We spent a lot of resources on the last
updates and it’s a wonderful space.
Nice back yard, definitely need safe zone
for children. Light sculpture in the foyer? I
don't know that that is necessary...
Access is difficult in the winter especially. It
is weird to have to walk so far in scary
conditions to gain access to the library.
Outside tables (Alta also)
Handicap parking on north side of library is
dicey in winter.
I still yearn for the old library atmosphere.
Could be a larger space for lecturers.
Larger lecture hall.
Enable entry from the parking lot!
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33.
34.
35.
36.

37.

38.
39.

40.
41.

42.

43.

A larger auditorium would be wonderful.
Need bigger meeting rooms.
Exceed expectations.
Why are the computers when you first walk
in? Computers should be behind the books,
so kids go for the books first.
I am not happy with the computer spaces in
the children's room. Too many computers.
Kids crowded around standing and
watching. If there were fewer computers
you might see greater participation in your
other activities, but you have already set up
a culture where video games are the norm
and kids now expect that.
Need bigger and more meeting spaces.
More study rooms and meeting spaces. No
gaming systems in every room. This causes
kids to book study rooms to play Xbox and
PlayStation after school and other folks
miss out on a place to work and meet. Kids
should not be coming to the library to play
Xbox.
Some of the talks or presentations in the
"auditorium" are really crowded.
Moving the entrance toward the parking lot
would have been a better physical
enhancement then the current front
entrance facing the street.
It'd be great to have more workstations.
The large tables are great, but more often
than not, it's 1 person sitting at a table for
6. Replace most of the big tables,
especially the round tables in the very back,
individual workstations. Groups have rooms
they can reserve. Individuals don't
want/need whole rooms. But I want to be
able to find a workstation.
Study rooms in high demand. Tables at the
back are always full with people studying.
Youth side doesn't have a plan for when
over fire capacity and seems like it often is.
Space sometimes feels too small,

44.

45.
46.

47.
48.
49.

50.

51.

52.

53.
54.

especially when multiple summer camps
arrive or during the after school rush.
We could use more study rooms -- very
high in demand. Tables at the back are
always full with people studying. Youth side
does not have a plan for when we are over
fire capacity and we often are.
Would love to see more visible recycling
containers in lobby and fewer trash cans
As a frequent user of the Alta library the
Jackson library seems enormous :-) I enjoy
both and get what I need space wise from
both.
Location of front door should have been
closer to parking
Needs to be bigger.
More space for community events. The
space at the Alta library gets tight when
there is a good public turnout.
I'm trying to come up with a small meeting
space you guys have. Is there one? Like for
groups of 15 or less?
I'm not a fan of "open spaces" - so the
changes made that allow for a more open
floor plan are not attractive to me.
I personally like the study rooms, and hope
in the future we can have more AND
promote them to the public. It could be a
great place for children to do homework
with a parent. I know the housing crisis in
Jackson causes many families to be
"doubling up" on the adults living in an
apartment, and it can be difficult for
children to have a quiet place to study
when the apartments are so full of people.
Better AV
Entry way seems to be wasted space, so
more tables, and couches for
meeting/reading would be good. Could
auditorium open into gallery space, if
needed? That space is seldom effectively
utilized for displays. Could there be an
entryway to the library from the parking lot?
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55. But, could really use more handicapped
and senior parking places next to the
building
56. Need access to auditorium.
57. Getting from the parking lot to the front
door and especially the lecture/presentation
space is unnecessarily problematical (Also that big, high ceiling entrance hall is
extravagant and not necessary).
58. Wish there was something here in Wilson.
59. More seating, more meeting rooms.
60. People need to be nicer.
61. Maybe having a designated "quiet" room.
Although there is a fair amount of seating
within the library, sometimes it does fill up
and it'd be nice to have a space that was
completely quiet with seating for full focus
on studies or materials.
62. Could use more room for the overflow
crowds at popular events.
63. I love the new layout - the entry way is
great for noisier meetings!
64. Except, a drive through book drop would
be great.
65. Kids section could be a little more learning
friendly, it's a little loud and overcrowded
sometimes. There should be more
tutoring/study friendly rooms and less video
games.
66. Maybe a larger or another
auditorium/meeting space.
67. Extend weekend hours.
68. For some events the Auditorium could be
larger.
69. Auditorium often overflowing for popular
events.
70. I preferred the old library, but that is
because I am not techie and
knowledgeable.
71. Would love a space to meet with a small
group - 10-12 folks.
72. I do wish hours were extended on Friday
nights.

73. Though the physical space now seems
excellent it could be on the verge of being
too small in the very near future as our
community keeps growing.
74. More programs / mentoring for youth.
75. Auditorium fills quickly for events.
76. More "nook" places, less in the open.
77. It’s starting to get crowded.
78. Need to be open later / longer hours.
79. We need more tables and chairs for
reading.
80. More evening access would be good for
those who work days.
81. More small meeting rooms.
82. Seniors need tech help.
83. More outside space for adults to read and
study.
84. More meeting spaces with no cost.
85. The large public room access from the
bathrooms can be bigger to accommodate
more people during large events. Really
though, the library space is fantastic.
86. (Except) Access from the paring lot to the
entrance is poor. Especially for folks with
special needs!
87. Libraries can always be larger!
88. As a visiting grandparent who has become
part of the community over the past six
years, oftentimes for several months at a
time to babysit, I now regret that I cannot
take out books and other materials to use
during my "down" time.
89. The auditorium is vitally important as a
space for public programs: central location,
AV equipment, and Free. Over the past 3
years, attendance to Nature Nights has
increased to overflowing in some cases.
Would be great to have 3 vs. just 2 of
equivalent spaces that could be divided or
merged together to accommodate such
audiences. There is no other place in town
that has such a facility. However, I know
the library site is limited in space overall.
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90. With the growing number of people in
Jackson, more private rooms and/or study
space might be beneficial.
91. Alta
92. I think the spaces themselves are sufficient
- I'd be interested in study areas always
being prioritized for work/studying over
video gaming. Perhaps an area dedicated
to gaming with a few consoles would be
okay.
93. There should more privacy rooms
dedicated for tutoring/meeting.
94. Could use large entry hall better? Art
display, low-key music, poetry, high school
speech and debate?
95. More couches:)
96. Have been turned away from events in
Ordway Auditorium due to lack of
space/fire code.
97. Have to drive into town for the library.
98. We have already outgrown our expansion :(
99. I especially noticed how beautiful the
outside of our library is right now.
Landscaping shows how much we care
about our facility. Love it!
100. I don’t know as I do everything online.
101. Could use some larger spaces, bigger than
meeting rooms.
102. More study rooms, oftentimes they are all
full.
103. Chairs in auditorium are uncomfortable.
104. One thing is I enjoy reading in the youth
side of the library because it has this very
welcoming background noise whereas the
adult section is oppressively quiet.
105. The library could be better utilized as a
community gathering space for annual
events.
106. Other places available.
107. I don't like to see St John's hospital or
other government and taxpayer supported
institutions using this meeting space to

108.

109.

110.

111.

112.
113.
114.
115.
116.

117.

promote their services. They can find
training room space elsewhere too like
other private businesses have to do. Latino
attorneys and others should not be able to
use the library to gather clients by fronting
an education program either. This is a
difficult line to try to draw and describe for
this use I realize.
Meeting rooms (as opposed to the
auditorium) are small, not that inviting, and
too few. It would nice but not essential to
have more and they be less sterile.
Not enough work tables, plush chairs very
uncomfortable, big wasted space in lobby,
huge art installation in lobby doesn't seem
to work, study rooms not sound-proof, not
enough access to on-line catalog.
Plenty of stories, but too few stories- if
there is no land, build vertical or eventually
the homeless will be burning books to stay
warm.
Need more work tables. Plush chairs really
uncomfortable. Art installation in lobby
doesn't appear to work. Study rooms not
soundproof. Lots of wasted space in lobby.
The library should be open for more hours.
Longer hours.
Why isn't there recycling in the lobby?
Why are there plastic baggies afterschool
all over the place?
I think the kids department could use some
rethinking and creative thought. The
baby/pre-K room has no windows and is
crammed with stuff, I'd like to see that
opened up a bit or maybe completely
moved. It's often hot and smelly in there
crowded with kids and parents on tiny
furniture. Would also like to see some
creative reading spaces for kids to read
inside and out. Nooks, trees, etc.
Sometimes the children's space doesn't
seem particularly well cared for- broken
signs on the ends of shelf rows, dirty toys in
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118.
119.
120.

121.

122.

123.
124.
125.
126.

127.
128.
129.
130.

131.
132.
133.
134.

the toddler room...maybe a little routine
maintenance would help.
For the size of our community, we are glad
to have a library.
Could use larger meeting spaces for
community events.
After school, students need quiet space in
addition to gathering space. I realize this is
a 3 hour x 5 days problem. Otherwise,
Library fabulous.
More meeting spaces will always be used in
this community. I say excellent but
improvements can always be made.
The fire marshal might have to sign off on
additional tables and chairs in the lobby,
but more space to relax and chat would be
nice.
We need meeting rooms for more than 4
people at a time.
Afterschool programs expanding to
capacity. Need more room?
Keep expanding!
Due to our growing population I could see
in the future where we would need more
computer space and more leisure reading
space.
We are having more and more kids who
need more space.
Longer hours.
Put an entrance by the parking lot for
goodness sakes!
Auditorium is badly designed - no good
place for speaker's podium. Should be
usable even when library is closed.
Fireplace provides little heat, but lots of
carbon dioxide up the stack. Violates stated
policy of being green.
More for kids after school.
Coffee shop, more designated quiet areas.
Need a door/entrance on parking lot side of
building.
More meeting rooms would be helpful.

135. Youth services area is crowded after
school.
136. "Very odd and perhaps unsafe main entry,
on a busy street, as opposed to main entry
adjoining the parking lot.
137. The main entry door is very heavy; it must
be difficult for little people and some older
people to enter. I guess those folks learn to
use the handicap access push pad."
138. More study rooms are needed for meeting
spaces.
139. Maybe add more space for kids and middle
schoolers to keep up with afterschool
needs. More study rooms, maybe some
that are larger.
140. I am only familiar with the Alta branch.
141. Love all the spaces here!
142. I should say excellent because I very much
like and use the spaces for research and
study. But the central service desk can get
distracting with conversation. Not sure
how to resolve.
143. I DO NOT like how disjointed the kids
space is from the Adult area. While noise
was an issue in the past, I don't feel
comfortable leaving my kids in the
children's area while I go to the adult
section. I also don't feel comfortable taking
my kids into the 'adult' area of the library
(dirty looks). This was a very poor design
decision and unfortunately I don't think it
can be remedied.
144. I think the library needs more computers for
both the adult and the children side.
145. Really dislike the parking lot/front door
arrangement.
146. It is so comfortable to sit and read in the
upholstered chairs and the tables and
chairs are numerous enough for privacy
and comfort. The furniture is ergonomically
correct which contributes significantly to
the calm quiet experience. I appreciate that
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147.
148.
149.

150.

151.

152.

153.
154.

155.
156.

the children's space is separate from the
adult space.
Seems we could always use more
community space.
Could really use a few more study rooms.
After school is an issue. The library is
treated like a day care center, and of
course it isn't one. This presents a problem.
We need more nooks and quiet zones.
Perhaps within the stacks. The stacks need
to provide an element of surprise so that
people are motivated to explore them.
Instead of row after row of books, why not
put rotating public art, museum-like
displays, mind games and activities and
public writing boards all to explore our
greater selves, interspersed within the
stacks with the books. We use the
presence of books just as much as we do
the contents of them to be inspired and to
grow. I want to study and work while
surrounded by books. Put chairs within the
stacks. Also, the research desk needs more
privacy. The library needs to work on
creating noise barriers so conversations
can't be heard by fellow studiers.
Seems that there are times of day (like after
school) when there could be more space (or
better use of outside space perhaps in the
summer) for kids.
The shelving for the collection is too small,
required a person to get down on hands
and knees to see bottom shelf titles.
Consistent and more hours of operation
would be terrific.
There are many open spaces and
sometimes these are interrupted by loud
conversation or someone snoring.
I wish there were more spaces to rent out
for groups larger than 6.
Youth side is starting to feel small with all
the kids in the afternoon program.

157. Love the library - improvements are always
does responsibly.
158. More space for computers, etc.
159. More computers with access to catalog.
More wastebaskets.
160. There is simply not enough meeting space.
This question does not mention the library
specifically, so my answer includes town
and county facilities, which are severely
lacking. The library itself has seven study
rooms, a computer classroom, a youth
auditorium, and TWO auditoriums, which
can be joined to form a larger one. For a
town this size the Library is doing a great
job, but it is not able to make up for the
poor planning of the last few decades of
commissioners.
161. The library needs another exit on the youth
side of the library for safety reasons.
162. Children's play area could be improved.
163. More of them and adaptable to size of
patrons’ audience.
164. More hours of operation in Alta branch
would be helpful for evening events.
165. I think the separation between the
children's wing and the adult wing was very
forward thinking. Perhaps some
brainstorming on how to better use the
outdoor space for after school activities.
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166. Not really tailored to our teen community.
167. Lots of open space but it seems like we
need more meeting rooms and study
spaces?"
168. Please add a drinking fountain and water
bottle refilling station in the lobby area!
169. We could use more study rooms without
gaming consoles that could be used for
tutors, proctoring exams and other
meetings during the after-school time.
170. Need more space for group collaboration
and room for more that 6 people.
171. Need more study rooms, they are booked
pretty solidly during the after school hours
172. More space is clearly needed, if it could be
created.
173. A few Study-rooms without game consuls
would ensure space for tutors after school
(as the kids usually just want games).
174. Other improvements are in the works that
sound positive overall.
175. More space for small groups to meet and
work.
176. Seems we could have more study rooms.
177. There is a lack of meeting space in the
library; all of the study rooms are booked
every day during after-school hours and
most of the rest of the day.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Section Two:
How Are We Doing Today?
Highlights
•

The vast majority of participants - 93% - feel comfortable in Teton County
Library

•

Only five participants reported a negative experience with library staff

•

Around a quarter of survey participants do not use or did not know about Teton
County Library services available online

•

Longer hours of operation is the most common request made in comment
space that was provided
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2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 5: Do you feel comfortable and welcome
at the Teton County Library?
The vast majority of participants, 98%, reported they do or would feel comfortable and welcome at Teton
County Library. Only 11 respondents do not. Twenty-six (26) participants chose to not answer this question.
Comments range from highly satisfied to feeling unwelcome by some staff members. Total responses to this
question: 1,062

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Do you feel comfortable and welcome at Teton County Library?
Shown in number of responses
1200

1014

1000
800
600
400
200

19

11

8

I don't visit, but I would
feel comfortable going
there

No

I don't know

0
Yes

Comments:
1.

2.
3.

4.

They do not teach what we want, like Mine
Craft, they do not teach us how to play it,
open it etc.
More or less.
The space is comfortable, but I feel the staff
is not as welcoming and helpful as they
could be. Most everything is self-serve like
checkout, book search, hold or ILL loan
pick up shelf and then there is not enough
staff to help when a patron needs a real
person to help. I recommend hiring more,
high-qualified research librarians.
At times the place is overrun with kids,
which deters me from going at those hours.
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5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

Customer service with a pleasant attitude
would be a nice change.
I really don't like how the children are
separated as When my kids were younger, I
felt good about leaving them in one section
and growing in another not across the hall
People - not staff - are too loud. No one
whispers and it’s annoying. No one ever
lets people know they need to talk quietly and then kids in the adult library running
around...not cool.
Absolutely.
I visit a few times each week, and I always
feel welcome. I've taken advantage of the
research desk help, and they are interesting

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.

15.

16.
17.

to work with (in a very good way- they
make recommendations).
Except for in the youth section. It has
become way too loud and an afterschool
daycare scene instead of a quiet place to
bring children to find books.
I love to be in there with my family.
Because of not being allowed to get a
library card.
The staff is welcoming and remembers
people. It's such a lovely place to spend
time. I really appreciate the thoughtful
interior decor and quietude.
The newest renovation of the library doesn't
appeal to me and rarely go there anymore. I
like the previous version better and before
that the log cabin library even better.
Teens are not welcomed and neither are
Teton County workers who must live in
Idaho.
Feeling comfort is one thing, feeling
welcome is not necessary the same thing.
Comfortable=yes.... Welcome=not always
greeted, really feel that it doesn't matter to
staff.
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18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.

25.
26.

Always.
Love the staff in Alta.
Everyone is very friendly and helpful.
I am proud of our library and always bring
friends and visitors to show it off.
The staff can be standoffish. They often pay
better attention to their 'friends' than to
readers they do not recognize. There have
been occasions when asking a question
can lead to staff reacting in a way that
makes you feel really really stupid.
Usually...
The library staff consistently goes above
and beyond to make everyone feel
welcome, including tourists. This is doubly
impressive considering they are stretched
to the limit to cover the desks during open
hours.
Alta Branch Library is my favorite library to
visit and is my primary library to use.
I love the library and use its facilities on a
regular basis. As do my grandchildren and
my husband.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 6: Are library staff knowledgeable and friendly?
Eighty-three percent (83%) of survey participants have had good interactions with staff, while 12% say staff
are knowledgeable and friendly most of the time. A majority of comments noted the “great” and “helpful” staff
who have helped them at Teton County Library. Twenty-two (22) participants did not answer this question.
Total responses to this question: 1,066

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Are library staff knowledgeable and friendly?
Shown in number of responses
1000
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I don't know, I haven't
needed staff assistance

No

Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Especially in the children section.
Need more bilingual staff.
Like everywhere, there are very friendly
people and others are not!
Lady who clears her throat constantly is
reason to not visit. It's disruptive to those
people with attention disabilities. Please fix
this!!
Some of the time. I can usually get what I
need, if I am patient and wait long enough
and also do my own research ahead of
time.
Especially the children's area.
Love the folks in the youth department!
They speak too loudly sometimes.
I'm very disappointed that the change in
FTE thresholds resulted in the loss of
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Byron, whose skill set is so valuable to the
community.
Always ready to assist and show you things
you can do with your collection / resources.
Great staff!
Yes and no. Certain librarians are just
fabulous, others not so much.
Youth services staff are not always friendly
nor happy to assist, teachers in particular.
I find all of the staff at the Alta library
extremely helpful and knowledgeable.
We've some truly excellent (even longtime)
folks working at the library. I don't know
what happened, but it's as if they've been
stifled somewhat.... the atmosphere in
recent years is more business office vs.
library friendly.

16. Sometimes they are engrossed in their
computers and don't catch what is going
on.
17. Very - always help me find resources, on
computers and enrich my life
18. Very helpful!
19. I feel it important that staff who work in the
children's dept. be specifically trained to
that area and enjoy children - not just there
to fill a desk. Youth staff should be a dept. at times there were staff from all over in
there who didn't seem to care or know
children's needs. The more a dept. can
work with its own specific collections and
requests the better.
20. The librarians, men and women, that I've
interacted with have been very helpful and
friendly, but I did overhear an older lady
librarian seem pretty snarky to another
patron when it wasn't warranted at all.
21. Always
22. The children's staff are very helpful
23. Some help needed in youth services.
24. We love Eva and Virginia!
25. The staff continuously impress me with
knowledge and friendliness, I consider
some friends. Top notch indeed.
26. Everyone is sweet and helpful but I am not
in love with your "card catalog" I find it
frustratingly slow and the search function is
not great.
27. The staff doesn't have a service mentality
but I assume that is not part of the
requirement. They are efficient when I need
help.
28. Incredibly both, knowledgeable and
friendly.
29. They are so lovely.
30. I was told I didn't return a book, I had to
find it on the shelf myself.
31. Their combined knowledge is very helpful.
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32. The youth staff is great especially when I'm
searching for books for my teens without
focusing on sex and first time experiences.
33. LOVE the kids' staff!
34. I don't interact with them now as much as I
did in the past when I had a library card.
35. Staff and volunteers are terrific!
36. Absolutely. Leah, Marisa, Adam, Jane, and
everyone else are amazing at what they do.
37. A little more courtesy at the services
counters, from some library employees,
would be nice. I often feel somewhat
insulted, as if I don't understand library use.
38. Seems to be a lot of staff.
39. Some are and some aren’t.
40. Staff is always very friendly and helpful.
They make you feel like a guest, as
opposed to someone who is pestering
them with silly questions.
41. A female staff has been very unfriendly on
several occasions.
42. I've found that the younger staff members
are far more helpful than the older ones.
Example: When I checked out a one week
only video, I forgot to slide the magnet
mechanism to open it, and when I returned
it the young girl opened it for me and
extended my rental period for an additional
3 days so I could watch it. The last time I
forgot to slide one, the older lady gave me
a lecture on how to use the machine and
insisted I use it in front of her so I wouldn't
'ruin' her machine...like a 3rd grade teacher
with a bully personality. You can bet if I
need assistance in the future, and she is
there, I'll find someone younger to help me
or not seek assistance at all. She has no
doubt forgotten me, but I have not
forgotten her!
43. It can be hard to always have smiling
faces...;) the small meeting rooms aren't as
sound proof as we thought...some students

44.

45.

46.

47.
48.
49.

50.

& I were giggling and were told after first
offense we may need to leave.
I wanted to make a specific search to find a
type of media. The software does continue
to change and evolve and so I asked the
desk info staff to help me. The young staff
person in her 20s told me it wasn't
possible. I persisted and figured out a
method myself but she should be more
diligent and I like that kind of attitude for
staff and volunteers recruited. Even if the
answer is no, I want to see a diligent effort.
So much turnover! Positions left vacant for
months. Too much emphasis on hiring out
of town and/or too little on promoting
within?
It really should matter if an individual has
needed staff assistance, the staff should be
friendly to everyone who walks through the
doors.
There is a staff member I find
condescending.
Reference desk needs more experienced
staff.
I've encountered some staff who can't help
with questions about digital offerings (I was
having trouble with an e-book downloading
correctly), but they've always been able to
refer me to someone who could help.
The staff go out of their way to help and
care.
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51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

57.
58.
59.

60.
61.

62.
63.

Great new director in Alta.
Maria and Diana are the best of the best.
Always!
Great staff!
Everybody can do everything!
Everyone who interacts with the public is
very helpful and friendly, going the extra
mile.
Great staff! The staff are the best thing
about the library.
The staff have been consistently helpful and
welcoming.
Signing up for the summer reading program
with my kids was great. The youth library
staff was awesome and helpful. They also
came to my sons' school and got them all
fired up about it.
Would like one on one tech tutoring to
continue.
To the extent that I need their services, I
have found them knowledgeable and
certainly very willing to assist. I have more
experience with the children's staff as I
have been at the library on a regular basis
with my grandkids.
Sometimes not knowledgeable about
policies, etc.
Staff are very helpful and encourage use of
the library.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 7: Which of our digital and online services best serve you?
Please check all that apply.
This question helps use to better understand which online services participants most utilize and to support
online usage data. It is important to note that 207 participants responded “I don’t know” and 78 participants
did not answer the question. We can deduce from these numbers that between 20% and 26% of participants
do not use online services, which is slightly higher than the 21% of respondents who noted on Question #8
that they have never visited or used the library’s website. Total responses to this question: 1,009

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Which of our digital and online services best serve you?
Shown in number of responses
0
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Downloadable Audiobooks and eBooks
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Online Research Databases
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Online study room reservations
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I don't know
Downloadable Magazines and Magazine Back Issues
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Downloadable Films
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Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

All
My granddaughters use them.
Being able to access my account online.
I prefer hands on books...it pains me when
a book is available on line but not in hard
copy.
I don't know about all these different
options, so I haven't used all of them. But I
would like to!
I search online for resources and love being
able to put things on hold and have them
show up in Alta.
I never use this service.
I don't use this service.
I don't know how to use a computer.
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.

I don't use digital services.
I mainly use the online services (website) to
reserve movies and books.
I don't utilize the online services of the
library much beyond renewals.
As a traveler, I like to take advantage of
eBooks, and do so often! Great tool.
Have not utilized.
I didn't know about the online research
data base - would like to learn more about
it
I don't know how to use these materials - I
would like classes to learn how

17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

42.

I mostly read electronic books and find the
Teton library selection very small and
disappointing. Please invest more in these.
Interlibrary loan.
We only use the online book catalog at this
point.
I don't take advantage of online services.
Perhaps I should.
Did not know they were available.
I really plan to take more advantage of tech
in the future.
Need more technology help (how to use a
kindle etc.)
I love this aspect of the library but I'll admit
I don't really use it although I did really love
it when you all loaned me out an e reader
because the book I wanted was checked
out :)
I don't use digital or online. Sorry.
Microfiche.
When library books are due.
Genealogy
Do not use very often.
Library account access.
I don't know how to use any of the above!
Online renewal of materials.
None of the above. I resort to the Internet.
I am not well versed in using these
resources, although I know the staff would
show me how.
Children's online activities.
I don't use them.
I haven't really used digital and online
services at the Teton County Library.
Film variety could be improved.
I should learn more about this.
Rarely use them.
Hoopla doesn't work very well. Need an
online service dedicated more to eBooks
not movies.
My granddaughters have used your digital
services, but they live in Denver. When
here, they spend a great deal of their time
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43.

44.

45.
46.

47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

52.
53.

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

at the library. Being from Australia, they
think our library is extra special.
I am an oldster and am not well versed in
use of downloadable stuff. So, I mostly use
the online catalog.
Historically, I have found some online
resources difficult or restrictive to use.
Internet provides all.
Reminders
Ebola downloads have been challenging. I
have been told you've made improvements
so I will try again soon.
I find the online service to renew items very
helpful.
Email access and other online access.
I do not know how to download
Audiobooks, eBooks, Magazines or films.
A library is not necessary today.
My husband and I often work hours that
would make getting to the library more
difficult. In addition, traffic or weather
issues can make this harder. I love to have
access when I can use it. It helps us to be
served equitably too as we are taxpayers.
THANK YOU.
Hard to find those research databases.
Look under "teen."
I don't utilize them enough to be honest -we recently tried to download a book for
my son to read and it was not an easy
experience.
I haven’t used these yet.
I did not know that you had downloadable
films!!
I want to become more experienced with
these types of books.
I have not used any of these.
Don't use digital services.
I would like to know more about how to use
these items.
Public computers.
I tried to download books but haven't been
able to figure out how. I'd like to!

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

75.
76.

Reminders when items are due are great!
Love the 3 day alerts and day of alert.
I didn't know you could download movies
where do you get that info?
Don't use "downloadable" that much.
Haven't used them.
I need to be trained with this.
Haven't used digital services.
I'd like to learn more about downloadable
books.
I love the digital sources and access them
almost daily!
App for viewing account/holds etc.
The downloadable Audiobooks/eBooks are
not easy to use
I would like to take the time to learn about
online research databases.
The fact that I can renew a book on-line.
I need to learn how to use this more. My
son uses it more. It is just a question of
time.
Kindle books for check out
I don’t own a computer so I haven't really
done much with these services.
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77.
78.

79.

80.
81.
82.

83.
84.
85.
86.

I don't use any of these downloadable
services. Ever.
The one time I tried to reserve a study room
online it was more difficulty than I had
hoped it would be and in the end I wasn't
able to reserve it.
I have found the selection of eBooks is not
very good. It'd be nice to have a bigger
selection.
Searching for books and other materials at
TCL or available in Wyoming.
Access to catalogs of other libraries.
With the collection being limited to newer
items and popular material in Alta Branch
Library, the online catalog giving access to
the larger collections of other libraries is
essential to my family's library use.
I don't use the digital services.
Online TCL calendar.
Ancestry and genealogy databases.
Wireless service, I don't have Internet at
home.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 8: Does our website, www.tclib.org meet your needs?
While the majority of participants responded that website does meet their needs, 21% responded that they
have never visited or used the website. These results could align with two national trends. Either participants
do not wish to use online services, or they are unaware of the services available to them through the library’s
website. Twenty-four (24) participants directly commented that the website is either hard or difficult to use –
with a number of additional comments hinting that it could be more straight forward.
Total responses to this question: 1,061

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Does our website meet your needs?
Shown in number of responses
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Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Aesthetically, it could use some updating.
More or less
Hard to use
The front page is too busy - hard to use.
I would like my computer to be able to
remember my password to the library site.
6. It sometimes can be limited with search
capability.
7. It is a little confusing.
8. Rating system for books and book lists
would be very helpful.
9. I really don't visit the library's website...but I
do like the monthly happenings that are
sent to my email.
10. It's often very difficult to find information on
the website. It does a great job of helping
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

search for books and providing account
information, but I have a difficult time
finding other information via the website.
It is not super user-friendly (hard to find
what I am looking for).
I use it a few times each week.
Better search capabilities.
Filters are inadequate.
I find it hard to find out where I need to go
to find out what I want.
Its OK not great
Show new books on front page please.
I regularly use your website to check out ebooks, look for events, and renew on-line. It
is VERY well set up and user friendly.
Thanks!!!

19. I love being able to extend a library
checkout online!
20. But the search engine is deeply flawed!
Many searches for materials I know you
have come up with nothing...other searches
put the main topic on keyword far down on
the result order.
21. I'll say yes but I probably don't use it
enough...
22. The digital content is complicated to get to.
That is the only thing that could improve.
23. Sometimes it's hard to find the link you are
looking for. Example: Audio books are
called downloadables. Hard to find the
reference desk email. (Not in contact us)
24. Sometimes I can't find what I need.
25. Sometimes I find it difficult to navigate the
site.
26. One needs a library card.
27. I really haven't used the website. I am at the
library once a week.
28. But would like to be able to see all the
reading material I have been borrowing
from library.
29. Some things are hard to find. Like contact
details for staff members.
30. The last time I used the site I found it
difficult to achieve what I was attempting.
31. The search is hard to find and not very
useful. Beyond the few times I've tried to
find something, the only reason I go to the
site is to search the catalog.
32. Not any more. Seems redundant;
anachronistic.
33. It seems to run a little slow and signs you
out too quickly while you are searching for
a book.
34. Yes--though I've had numerous classes on
how to use the databases--I still find the
searching not to be very intuitive.
35. I am typically frustrated by your website. I
have to repeatedly enter my library code
every time I go in and out of making ILL
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36.
37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.
44.
45.

requests. One part of your website doesn't
remember that I've already entered that
information. Also, I find the layout difficult.
It's hard for me to find ILL, for example. It
takes multiple screens reading all the little
print to find ILL. To go in and out of ILL
and use your online catalog requires reentering my library code. I suggest you get
an outside company in to assess user
needs and completely redesign your web
page.
Difficult to figure out what books are
available for overdrive downloads.
The signing in aspect to look at books
checked out and etc. is somewhat glitchy.
Maybe create an app.
Often having to go too deep for event
information especially relating to kids.
Seems odd.
Yes...but: I'm a software developer (not
web designer) and I find the site very poorly
laid out (confusing, hard to find links, too
much bling not enough white space to
guide the eye).
I also find searches too slow and the user
experience of searching to be too
antiquated.
Can you bring the site more inline with
current standards? 1) Warmer with more
white space and eye-guiding, 2) more
intuitive navigation, 3) faster searches using
more back-end intelligence and fewer
checkboxes and dropdowns, and 4) mobile
capable."
Hard to find research materials. Hard to
even find name of Director, let alone staff.
Board minutes out of date. Certainly not a
transparent organization.
Seems slow and search criteria are limited,
i.e. must have exact title for book or movie.
We do use the online card catalog.
The new website is horrible. I really can't
believe how hard it is to use...

46. Nearly. Sometimes, I want to find the
extension for a staff member, and it isn't as
easy as it used to be to find the staff
directory.
47. And maybe it's true of library systems and
databases, in general, but the interface of
the system and database is so simple,
antiquated, and boring."
48. At times it has been offline.
49. I have but I can't always find Alta
information.
50. I don't use the website because I don't
have good Internet connections here.
51. Hard to find info about children's activities.
52. Perhaps make the I.L.L. form more
accessible.
53. It’s difficult on mobile.
54. It is hard to get kids info though.
55. I use the app
56. A little static
57. It would be helpful to have the library phone
number listed on the home page.
58. It is extremely hard to use/figure out.
59. Add contact information for key staff.
60. I to enjoy being able to search and reserve
books on order. I'm not sure how to do that
anymore.
61. The website is now better than the actual
library.
62. When I was trying to contact a specific
person at the library, it was difficult to find
email addresses.
63. It's a little too busy and needs to be
streamlined.
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64. A bit unwieldy though.
65. I've only visited it a few times, so I can't say
for certain how well it works. I do have the
sense it could use an update.
66. The process of finding and downloading
online materials such as e-books and emagazines can be difficult and confusing.
This process could be better streamlined.
67. I think it would be very helpful to list the
events in the auditorium that aren't hosted
by the library.
68. I would love to have the contact info where
we could find departments and phone
number again like in the previous website.
69. The library maintains a very nicely made
website. It sets a good example for others.
70. Difficult to find staff contact information.
71. I would like to see a simpler presentation of
all the databases rather than having
separate icons or locations or the TCLIB
databases and those provided by the state.
Icons for each subject with applicable
databases regardless of provider would be
the best.
72. Great website; Well organized; Easy to
navigate; Mobile not as friendly because of
reduced size; Good background colors
which is easy on the eyes.
73. I'd like to see more information about
events and programs, I'd like to see all the
online resources listed more easily and the
eBook and audiobooks identified.
74. Contact information should be on the home
page so it's easier to find.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 9: Is the technology available at the library (such as the self
checkout stations, access to public computers, Wi-Fi, etc.)
sufficient for your needs?
Eighty-two percent (82%) of respondents reported that the current technology available at the library is
sufficient for your needs. 12%, however, responded that they do not use technology at the library. Ten (10)
participants commented that the speed of the Wi-Fi is slow. Twenty-four (24) participants did not answer this
question. Total responses to this question: 1,064

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Is the technology available at the library sufMicient for your needs?
Shown in number of responses
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Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

I need to learn.
More time on the computers would be
better and have a section for students.
Sometimes I think the equipment is
obsolete.
Must be free & open.
The Wi-Fi could be improved.
Byron's position needs to be filled. His
technology support was critical.
Especially books on CD and movies and
play-away books.
I'd love to see 3-d printers and a maker
space of some kind.
I feel the self-checkout makes for a very
impersonal library experience.
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10. Wi-Fi sometimes is slow. Doesn’t seem like
there are enough computers on the youth
side, they come to the adult side or staff
have to referee who has been on and who
hasn't.
11. I don't feel we have to offer free computers
for the public, as there is a cost to maintain
them, which we all pay for. Charge
something even a $1 to make it more
meaningful.
12. More tech tutoring needed.
13. It would be nice if the staff helped the kids
on the computers.
14. I am a casual user of the library and have
my own computer.

15. One thing that would help me as a parent is
resources to load my kids' ipad and
computer with good/educational games
instead of junk. I don't know what I'm doing
trying to navigate the online world for them.
16. More self-checkout stations.
17. I could use more help learning how to
download material because I keep
forgetting.
18. I would use self-checkout if it allowed me to
maximize 2 weeks for movies and 6 weeks
for books.
19. Self-checkout is great!
20. To the degree that I use them!
21. Much appreciated in times when I didn't
have access to my own Wi-Fi.
22. Sometimes the Wi-Fi is slow...
23. Need more public computers.
24. Wi-Fi is slow.
25. Staff is very helpful when I have trouble
checking out.
26. More printers.
27. Please bring back the service.
28. The Wi-Fi was a bit slow at first. Not sure if
this is a regular thing or just a hiccup today.
29. Printing process is a bit of an adventure.
30. The Internet connection is very slow. If the
bandwidth could be increased that would
help the public a lot, I believe.
31. Would like to see availability of new
technology and devices for learning about
the latest trends. What is the state of
virtual reality options? How useful are new
smart watches?
32. But when rapid technology increases, the
library must be current.
33. The technical staff person retired and was
not replaced. But his position needs to be
filled.
34. I have often requested books to be added
to the library and have never seen the book
or a response to the request!
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35. Sometimes the Wi-Fi seems like a
headache.
36. More access to on-line catalog needed.
37. Materials/services more similar to Jackson
Library.
38. Why do you use paper computer passes?
39. Our Wi-Fi is a little slow, but we are grateful
for it.
40. I don't use the public computers but
support this resource for those who need it.
The Wi-Fi is a critical resource for many.
41. Wi-Fi is fast
42. Your app is still having issues displaying
the correct due dates of checked out
materials. I told Adam about it several
months ago, he witnessed it too.
43. Never have had any problems.
44. Need to learn
45. Wi-Fi could be stronger
46. We like the self checkout
47. More computers!
48. Check out assistance is necessary in the
children/teen section of the library.
49. The Wi-Fi in the back of the library can be
really spotty at times.
50. I only use the Wi-Fi
51. I only use the Wi-Fi
52. The check out stations can be buggy and
the library catalogue system can be pretty
annoying. If you don't type in a title or
author exactly right then you can't find what
you are looking for. I appreciate the search
option on sites like Amazon that make
suggestions on the closest possible match
if you spell something wrong. At the very
least, it would be nice to have access to the
internet on the catalogue computers to look
up the right info when you are making some
sort of mistake instead of having to leave
the catalogue computer to go to an internet
computer to look up the right spelling.
53. Checkout stations can be buggy.
54. Would like more tutoring

55. The free and open self-checkers are much
better than the wildly expensive commercial
setups I've seen elsewhere. Whoever is
responsible for them should be
commended.
56. Love the self-checkout. Use Wi-Fi weekly.
57. Would like it if there were PCs in the study
rooms connected to the TVs rather than
having to bring my own.
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58. But not the needs of everyone. With the
schools moving to Mac we need Apple
options. We could also use the skills using
this tech would provide.
59. It would be great to have access to a Mac
computer and software.
60. Sometimes the Wi-Fi is slow.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 10: If there is anything that you would like to see offered by Teton
County Library that currently is not,
please tell us in the comment box below.
This open-ended question gave our survey participant the opportunity to tell us what they believe is needed
to improve our community, without pre-determined choices. Three hundred and fifty-seven (357) people
answered this question. The responses are below, unedited. The most common responses were tallied and
are shown first.
•
•

•

The most common request is for longer hours
Programs, workshops and classes are all
highly desired, with a popular request for
increased opportunity
5 comments were directed towards housing

Comments:
Later hours *31 Responses
Computer / Tech Classes *12 Responses
More teen programs *11 Responses
Activities for young children *9 Responses
Language classes *8 Responses
1. Talks about the problems that young face
(bullying, dugs, alcohol)
2. More children’s books in Spanish
3. A bookmobile for those that work in Grand
Teton National Park to return get new
materials to checkout
4. Workshops for men with different themes
5. Workshops during “off” hours
6. Meetings about migration
7. A better website
8. Changes are necessary for this large
community
9. Opportunity for those that live in Victor,
workshops for women and fathers/parents
10. The ability to have a card for those living in
Victor
11. More parking
12. More internet classes
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13. More programs to celebrate our Mexican
culture
14. Cultural spaces
15. Soap operas
16. Search engines for college students similar
to the ones at universities
17. A place for the development of art in kids. A
place where one can learn about our
ancestors. A place where teenagers can
learn about good things, for the community,
and become good people.
18. Classes that promote the importance of
going to college
19. A space to study and relax
20. A salon / area for older people, with table
games
21. A larger variety of languages to study online
22. First aid & CPR classes in Spanish
23. Updated computer equipment
24. More overall books and literature
25. Programs for kids at a low cost
26. Child care
27. Lectures for kids & babies in Spanish

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

47.

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

53.
54.

Tutors
Help for kids that are behind in school
Nothing, everything is perfect
More books and technical services
More space for teenagers
Information on stories
Talks about the problems that young face
(bullying, dugs, alcohol)
More youth services
A game room without electronics for kids
and parents
Audiovisual
DVD database online
Your services are excellent and do not need
anything
Space to take classes
Continue encouraging youngertsers to
follow their studies and practice with
workshops that they enjoy (singing, dance,
drawing, etc.)
Meet and greet authors
More computer assistance
Cleaner reading chairs - the armrests are
gross
When requesting a book you should give
notice when the book is in.
Larger, or additional, meeting rooms There "should" have been work force
housing on the 2nd floor.
House-ware and equipment check out - so
many home and apartments are so small
that a lot of cooking (specialty) equipment
isn't able to be stored.
More teen activities
Longer hours
We enjoy the geologist presentations
Outside tables, Jackson & Alta
Public locks for the bike parking. Key
/combination to be obtained at checkout
desk. No worry if you forget your own lock!!
Late night hours...Please? Like 1 or 2 days
open until 9 or 10
Children activities
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55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

65.
66.
67.
68.

69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

74.
75.

76.

More space
Bigger place
More scientific lectures
Back door access from the parking lot.
IT support - the position needs to be filled
Classic books
More hours of operation
Movie clubs
More larger selection of downloadable
audiobooks
I don't know your tutoring (ESL) and
homework help programs. Key to youth and
other populations who don't use libraries
Better youth programming for toddler time /
story time / kinder
Open at 9 am
Better meeting rooms that don't cost to
locals.
Maker space using technology (3-d)
printing. And a tool library (saws and the
like).
Children activities
Housing for your staff.
Work shops (in general)
Games for children
More activities for teen and little kids, also
more activities for kids with special needs
would be great.
I would like a return date actually stamped
onto the borrowed book.
A lot of Spanish speakers come in asking
about English classes. Other organizations
offer these classes, but they don't seem to
be meeting the demand. Tech Tutoring is
currently not offered in English and we have
many patrons asking about this and very
upset the program got put on hold. Staff.
I do not like the WII for the kids department
and feel we got rid of too many relevant
books for our area. The way of the west
really should have been preserved.

77. Maybe a few more magazine
subscriptions? Especially magazines with
an outdoor focus.
78. MAC options
79. It would be great to have a coffee shop
inside. To get teas, water, etc.
80. Employee housing for your staff
81. Workshops for family issues /
communication
82. More DVDs/movies
83. Intro computer classes for kids
84. It is obvious the library staff votes "left".
Like at Christmas, no decorations,
Christmas or christen books are not equally
represented. Your selections of TV
episodes are not appropriate for teens.
Some TV shows you have on the shelves
are gross/horror and disturbing - too many
of that creepy stuff and not enough semi
current episodes
85. I'd like to see more evening "talks" for
adults like what the Driggs library does.
86. Oh, I just answered this. I liked the mine
craft club that Steve Whisenand offered. I
like the idea of the chess club. I wonder if
you could have a 'station' for public
comments on federal/state documents.
Like I never know when I'm supposed to
make my voice heard on mountain lion
regulations or trails. We all care about the
environment; maybe you guys could
facilitate that somehow? Just an idea. Also
I don't like how the bathrooms bury the
bulletin board. I read that!
87. You know, the door leading from the main
library to the rest rooms/auditorium is super
poorly chosen. It’s loud, clanky, and
annoying. Perhaps you could choose a
simpler, quieter door!! Also I think some
more workspace, like, a bar...for example
the bar along the wall in cowboy coffee.
Then people can all work ear each other,
and take up less space. It’s awkward to
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88.
89.

90.

91.

share tables so you get all these people
working at their own tables. Or a double
bar, with seats on both sides. I’m not sure
exactly where would be best but that would
be lovely!
You need the bee gees tapes
I'd like to see more private spaces
available, more "nooks" so to speak. I've
always noticed: when trying to find a seat at
the library, there are many tables - but only
1 person at each. I don't like to share a
table with someone when I'm there to be
quiet & be focused & from what I see, most
people there feel that way too!
I try to steer clear of negativity, but I've
been very disappointed in the direction of
change at the library in recent years. All
that air space, yet no second floor full of
books (I'm referring to the adult section.) I
think a library should inspire and stir the
imagination, but ours seems to have
become rather more clinical and generic. In
an expensive county like ours, I do think it's
important to have meeting areas and
computer access for all, but that shouldn't
supersede the goals of inspiring learning (I
am deliberately not using the word
education) and putting books into the
hands of the people. I work on a computer
most of the day so the very last thing I want
to do to relax is read on the computer. A
computer is handier, but I want an actual
book to hold, turn pages.... I love walking
the stacks and pulling out books that catch
my eye; this has so often resulted in my
learning about things I'd had no intention of
selecting.
I really enjoy seeing the staff
picks/reconditions in the entranceway of
the library main room. I often check it out.
I'd like to see a similar thing on line, so I
can see their picks and perhaps a link to
the book to view the catalog.

92. Appreciable increase in online book
selections
93. I am not sure about this but you may
already be doing this but book discussions
and meetings with authors
94. More training opportunities for educators /
early childhood providers
95. A toy lending service
96. More handicapped access designated
parking places
97. I hear that Byron Tomengas and/is
technical help have not been replaced.
Technical help is VERY IMPORTANT!
(Because it's the direction information is
going)
98. More nonfiction in robotic, textiles, books
and computers
99. This library needs to move into the 21st
century. Bring life, noise, and more
opportunities for conversation and lively
exchange. Keep a quiet space for readers,
but awaken the true spirit of literature! Staff
is rather old fashioned...Come alive TCL!!!
100. Vending machine like RedBox
101. More computer classes
102. Toys to check out
103. More cultural events, you guys usually do
great with those but I'd like to see more!
104. Drinks
105. More books
106. As written above, invest more in electronic
books
107. I use the app GoodReads to keep track of
books I have read and books I want to
read. It would be amazing to somehow link
that app to the library database to see if the
books on my to read list at available at
TCLib.
108. English to Spanish language classes to
provide clearer communication for the
majority of our workforce.
109. More coffee, tea, muffins... for sale, of
course!
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110. We would love a grade 6 through 8 book
club.
111. We would love to have an adult book club
start up again.
112. Computer classes
113. More story time/programs for kids under 5
114. Access to JSTOR would be awesome!
115. Spanish/English classes
116. Can you check out maps? If not - can we?
117. Access to more technology and
scientific/medical online databases.
118. More books
119. Check out of jigsaw puzzles would be great
120. Computer education
121. Longer check out times for DVDs,
particularly the TV shows, which are
impossible to finish within 1 week.
122. More digital content and easier to get to.
123. More book clubs!!!
124. No, I have not felt that I am missing
anything in terms of the local library.
125. Seed exchanges, craft tools exchange
(knitting needles, etc.),
126. More children's programs during hours that
working moms are able to attend. Aka after
5pm
127. Better online video stream options. I have
tried to use the apps and they always have
glitches.
128. More Nook Books! I have recently become
a fan, though I love "real" the size,
portability and ease of use has made me
read more this summer.
129. More digital music
130. More activities for teens
131. Longer hours, especially on the weekend
132. You do a great job! Thank you!
133. Storytellers? Book club?
134. Open earlier in the day
135. White water reference books
136. Large screen computers, longer hours,
grammar/tutoring available to improve
writing skills

137. Stay open until 10 pm
138. More books! And suggestions for books
similar to popular titles
139. Adoptive Families of America (subscription)
140. I would like to see the DIY programs
returned for adults
141. The blocks and toys in the kids section are
pretty dirty
142. Tech help
143. Nothing additional at this time
144. More outside space for services or
functions
145. More audiobooks
146. It has so many great things and offers
everything I need!
147. Allow grandparents to take out a library
card with some kind of returnable down
payment to ensure that books and
materials are returned if that is the reason
for this new library policy.
148. I love the Cabin Fever Story Slams.
149. I love the digital display of upcoming events
projected onto the glass at the entrance of
the adult section of the library. I wish,
however, that each screen was displayed
for a few seconds longer. I never seem to
have enough time to fully read a screen
before it flips to the next one.
150. More hours, more days
151. Use the auditorium as free space when not
being utilized! The library is often full when
it is empty.
152. The site is a little awkward when going
between downloadable and hard copy
materials, I do understand some of the
downloadable are in different databases
which means transition can be difficult
153. None
154. Can you open earlier?
155. I personally can't think of anything, you do
well!
156. More hours in the morning
157. Great library
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158. I would like the color scanner to be able to
scan to USB drive rather than having to
email scan.
159. After school activities / care for Elementary
Aged students
160. Outdoor areas in the summer to enjoy
reading or places to sit and work.
161. See box under physical space questions
162. Access to laptops that could be checked
out (in the library, for talks in the auditorium
or to sit elsewhere) would be nice. CD
players would also be nice, to sample CD's
before borrowing.
163. Baby story time
164. Gingerbread house making at Christmas
time.
165. Would like to see the Alta Library open on
more days.
166. Mango come back!!
167. I would really like the Interlibrary Loans to
be free (i.e. no shipping charges) I feel like
this is a cost that should be absorbed by
the library, not the citizen.
168. More involvement with teachers at public
schools
169. Access to Spanish tutors for kids in dual
immersion
170. Fidelity Insight / Advisor
171. The Independent Advisor to Vanguard
Funds"
172. Short of sleeping arrangements or cots, I
can't think of anything
173. The new books need to be better arranged.
Over in Lander, they arrange the new books
in an easier format to look at.
174. Maybe a program, for our youth, that
focuses on personal awareness, choices,
and planning for the future. Not a lecture,
but more like a gathering for discussion.
175. An acceptable solution to hours of
operation/beverage restrictions which
would permit on site receptions for certain
events: i.e.: Author visits and Art exhibitions

176. It would be nice to have more that one
copy of popular eBooks but I know
licensing is costly
177. More books less videos
178. Would like to see availability of new
technology and devices for learning about
the latest trends. What is the state of
virtual reality options? How useful are new
smart watches?
179. More boxes on tapes / CD Bio's
180. Increase availability of online audio books.
181. Digital access to the journal Science the
way you have access to Nature
182. Community Garden
183. Cafe
184. Computer chargers
185. I think you are trying to offer too many
programs that should be the responsibility
of other county organizations e.g. Parks
and Rec., schools should do some
programs also
186. A special collections room for
mountaineering
187. Anti-bullying material.
188. I think it is a good balance right now
189. Easier scanners. Longer hours.
190. Replacement for retired technical
assistance staffer who retired
191. EBooks that can go on kindle (is that
possible?)
192. As above. When I research a book, and
believe that it will be a "must read" for our
residents... and never heard from the
library, and cannot find the book, I believe
that either my contributions are ignored OR
that there are not enough staff to follow
these requests. I have contributed these
same books to the library, hoping that they
will be labeled and shelved, and have not
been able to find them in the reading
materials (Non-controversial/ Natural
History) after I had made the purchase FOR
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193.
194.

195.
196.
197.
198.

199.
200.
201.
202.

the library. The lack of communication is
probably the most disturbing... CH
An option to request books that are not
currently available
Perhaps an earlier starting time? More
hours to be open and providing the
community with this amazing resource?
More Overdrive current books
Expanded hours, particularly open earlier in
the day
I wish there were more books for teens and
not so much new video games and all.
Youth book clubs combining a few grades
(like 4th and 5th or all middle school) to up
attendance so kids can have lively book
discussions.
More nature resources, such as, field
guides, Nature Journal.
I would like new video movies added to the
already extensive selection.
Computer Literacy classes in Spanish and
English.
Given the current economic environment, I
would generally resist an expansion of
services. I think the tax assistance program
has gone a little far with the Library as the
partner -- maybe another gov't entity would
be better suited. Depending on the
expense of speakers, online webinars or
author speaker talks might cut cost and
give a broader community access but I
really don't know about this or that it would
save $ and be used enough. It is important
to have options to gather as citizens face to
face -- I love the off-season and after
hour’s programs when worker bees like us
can attend with our friends and family.
Time and money to pay for staff and
maintain facilities could be an issue for
essential services already. This is a large
county geographically to provide services
too like Lincoln City where the new Library

203.

204.
205.

206.
207.

208.

209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.

215.
216.
217.

Director came from and we can't forget
Buffalo Valley, GT Park, Alta, Hoback, etc.
Too much emphasis on popular materials
to the detriment of research, computer
training, teen programs, continuing
education support, business assistance,
civic engagement.
Housing
Search-able 'what's new' in the catalogue
that can be delimited by date or media
type.
STAFF
I feel the library has moved heavy on the
tech side, thus would be nice to see on the
website the audio (would be even better if
video) of the Library Board Meetings. It
would also be great to have a video
recording for some of the free public
presentations, so often the times don't fit
into a busy scheduled life.
Teton County Idaho residents should get a
free library card. I live in Driggs and have
visited your facility and would love to be
able to check out books for free.
Open more hours
Comprehensive, proactive teen
programming and services.
ForcAlta, more hours, I like having the new
books and films so available
I would like to see book clubs organized by
the library.
More Hours and days in Alta
For Alta, more things with the school, it's so
close. Why not have the classes come to
the library for programs?
I'd love longer hours on the weekend--both
earlier and later.
Wonderful library.
I'm told that the Book Nook replaced the
annual (semi-annual?) book fair. I volunteer
in the Book Nook, and several visitors have
said they miss the book fairs. Is this
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218.

219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.

240.
241.
242.

something you might consider in the
future?
I've read about libraries loaning things like
tools and sports gear, that would be
popular here
More audiobooks
More community events; is dial-a-story still
available?
Great opportunities to events currently
offered
I would like to see more seating in the teen
area and more books for teens
Book clubs
Longer/earlier hours
More audio books in Spanish
Small dog park in space along Snow King
Ave.
More time on Sunday's
The library is already perfect
More homework help
After school programs!
Film programs
Easier to open doors - Not so heavy
Maybe more hours especially on weekends
Better tech help
Story times for babies - this sounds like a
wonderful program
More news magazines - papers covering
whole community and world
After school programs
Book club groups
I'd like to see the Overdrive eBook
collection mirror the physical book
collection. It takes a very long time for
Overdrive to get popular or bestselling
titles, if it ever does. The other eBook
services offered by the state rarely have
books that I'm interested in reading.
Bigger selection of audiobooks whether
"play aways" or downloaded thru overdrive
More strict supervision of children.
Xbox One

243. A greater number of eBooks. I feel like the
eBook collection, especially Overdrive,
should mirror the physical collection. It
takes a long time for hit book or bestsellers
to appear. The other eBook services are
harder to use and rarely have books I'm
interested in reading.
244. Better supervision of children/teens after
school
245. Longer hours :)
246. More books available via overdrive
247. I love the audiobooks!! The apps are a little
quirky and their searches are not ideal, but
they are great. I would check books out
more often if the late fees were less strict. I
live far enough out of town that it is hard to
get books back in time without making a
special trip. I loved my last library's zero
late fee policy. I just end up not using hard
copy at all because of the late fees.
248. Better hours
249. Texting
250. More seats in the auditorium, expanded
limit.
251. Please bring back tech tutor and offer more
classes in the computer lab - esp.
genealogy.
252. Maybe the Library can become more active
with Silicon Couloir, a local non profit
supporting entrepreneurs and new
businesses
253. More genealogy & tech classes - also DNA
genealogy speakers and authors. Library
access to ancestry is critical - however the
My Heritage database is a waste of money.
I have mentioned it to the State. Other
research databases would be nice.
254. Reinstate the tech tutor
255. The Summer reading application is
cumbersome. It should also allow for one
parent to register and then to have multiple
children's accounts as a subset of the
primary adult account...with one login and
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256.
257.

258.
259.
260.
261.
262.

263.
264.

265.

266.

267.

268.

269.
270.
271.
272.

password and the ability to switch reader
journals/logs.
More online magazines!
I would like the hours of operation to reflect
the working community - i.e.: later hours in
the evening and longer weekend hours - at
least in the winter months
An after school program, low cost, one
hour of planned activities for kids.
More adult writing programs during the
winter.
More new art and creativity books
Since I don’t patronize your library I do not
know
I recently read that there is a
place/bookstore (?) Those books can be
printed onsite.
Book clubs for women
I frequently place holds on books that are
on order. There's no way for me to see
those holds until the books arrive, and
sometimes the holds disappear. A way to
list those holds would really help.
At times checking out books or magazines
digitally can be challenging. Sometimes it
sends one in circles. I use a Kindle and
can't check out magazines digitally
See above, would like to see the library
retain and beef up Natural history/science
books, Western Americana, Mountaineering
related books and discard less.
I'm not sure how feasible this is, but
perhaps more actual study rooms, minus
the gaming consoles. As in STUDY rooms.
More flexibility on the use of the meeting
room at the Alta Library (it was designed to
meetings could be held after hours for the
community when staff was not present but
that isn't how it's being managed)
A mac computer would be great.
More open hours at the Alta Branch.
Longer hours, especially on Saturdays
Larger meeting Spaces.

273. Classes and Clubs meeting more than 2x a
Month.
274. More evening events, whether or not the
library is open at that time would be nice.
For example, in the past there were events
like travel talks or movies that were
scheduled after the library closed at 6:00
and we really enjoyed those.
275. I haven't mastered how to borrow books
online and need to learn how to do that.
276. Evening hours and additional days open in
Alta. More Adult community events,
speakers, rotating local art or photography
display in Alta, to showcase our library &
services. A local gathering for recently
relocated residents & locals, in Alta,
combined with online services
demonstration or getting to know all that
TCLIB has to offer. Q & A session.
277. Modern game consoles like Xbox One and
PS4. A Wii?
278. Maker's room
279. Computer classes for adults of all abilities
280. One on one tutoring, language clubs
281. Tech classes and more frequent genealogy
classes
282. Longer hours on the weekends
283. An intercambio program - language
exchange where Spanish/English speakers
could practice speaking both languages or
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284.

285.
286.

287.
288.

289.
290.

291.
292.

Russian/English. Provides language literacy
as well as a cultural bridge. Could simply
be one hour a week or every other week maybe during lunch - for people to drop in?
Possibly partnering with CWC, Teton
Literacy, LRC, etc. Library is a good central
meeting place.
I think One-on-one tutoring for a variety of
things would be helpful. The tech tutoring
is popular, but this would be nice to expand
to help with devices, reader's advisory and
research by appointment.
MAC classes
I will like the possibility to check out craft
materials like needles for knitting and
crochet.
More technology classes
Like computer classes for new electronic
and Internet devices, especially for those
devices that the library offers.
Wireless hotspots & tools to borrow would
be great
I'd like to see more non-traditional materials
available, a lending "library" of tools,
sewing machines, things that are expensive
to purchase and may only need to be used
once or a few times, there aren't places to
rent things here
Weekend story times.
Standing desks for public use

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 11: Today, public funding pays for the library facilities, staffing,
and core collections of books, music and movies. Donations to the Teton
County Library Foundation and Teton County Library Friends pay for
everything else. Did you know that both public and private money funds the
library?
This was the only question on the survey that showed a significant variance between responses in Spanish
and responses in English. Eighty percent (80%) of participants who took the survey in English reported they
did know private funds also contributed to the library in addition to public funding. Conversely, 66% of those
who participated in Spanish reported that they did not know about this private and public funding.
Total responses to this question: 1,062

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Did you know that both public and private money funds the library?
Shown in number of responses
800
700
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600
500
English

400
300
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100

Spanish

0
Yes
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Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

No, if it was not input in the question.
I pay my fines and donate when I can to
support this awesome resource.
But not to that extent.
When I addressed the board about my
feelings about a WII in the kids area and
never got a response, I quit donating to the
library which is very sad as I am a big fan of
using the library for books, etc. but not as a
babysitting place that I would put my
money into. It should be a place where we
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5.
6.

7.

encourage reading not playing on a
computer.
That's great!
This is the reason I've not been happy with
some of the changes made; tax dollars
come from all of us, and I've also
contributed many hours to the library via
Friends.
I think the fees to have a book mailed from
another location are way too low! I always
give a donation to cover more, and I think if

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.

someone is seeking a book, and few dollars
more would be well received.
I've seen the breakdown of my T.C. taxes.
Wonderful partnership.
Prop tax from homeowners, could there be
a fee for others?
I have given for 10 years!
We have donated.
Thank you.
I try to donate yearly.
I would be more interested to find out what
"pay for everything else" actually means...
Not sure what % of each?
I feel that I am making a contribution to
Jackson by babysitting our grandson
because of the lack of affordable childcare
here. I support the taxpayers by paying for
services that I use while I am here. Jackson
is a great community in which to raise a
family, but preventing library membership
will come back to bite you.
The combined funding is very important
aspect of the library serving the whole
community.
I know there is a big event in the Village
every year.
And I think a lot of it has been wasted.
Plus tobacco funds thru the state I think . . .
No, thought it was all from taxes; but it
makes sense, since the 1% need tax write
offs.
Yes, and we are lucky to have this, why not
put a donation box out?
I go to programs that the Foundation
supports.
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25. That is good.
26. Yes thank you Foundation!
27. Since you just told me and I can read, yes I
do.
28. I also would like to mention the tremendous
contributions of time, effort, and donations
from the Idaho residents in the Teton Valley
as well as those in Wyoming. Alta Branch
Library is truly a community across state
borders, united by our love of the place and
our need for each other. I know some Idaho
residents (federal taxpayers as well as
active participants in the Alta Branch
Library programming) who have felt hurt
and inconvenienced by the extra fee put
upon them to use the Teton County
Wyoming Library.
29. I am unaware of what percentages come
from either.
30. I'm familiar with what the Library
Foundation does and am a fan!
31. Yes, but these entities exist to support the
TCL. They would not be relevant without it.
Taxpayers pay for the majority of services.
We should be recognized just as much or
more than private donors.
32. Yes, but not the specifics.
33. What a wonderful partnership it is!! It makes
us a very big little library and impressive for
a small town.
34. The Foundation is extremely generous and
we are lucky to have such extensive
support of library programs and services.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Section Three:
Our Library’s Future
Highlights
•

Teton County residents love physical materials. This bias contrasts with national
trends, where we see shifts towards digital content.

•

The most frequently identified issue addresses the library entrance. Many
respondents believe the entrance should be accessible from the parking lot.

•

Spanish respondents saw a significantly higher need for better or more services
available to teens than did English survey responses.

•

Well over half (63%) of survey participants imagine the future of Teton County
Library as a facility filled with popular materials, a community center or an
education hub. Many comments recognized the interdependence of these
concepts.
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2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 12: What changes should be made to our library?
Check all that apply.
The results of this question continue to support the claim that Teton County residents view the most
important service by the library as the provision of popular materials. The only notable difference between
Spanish and English survey versions is in regard to more or better services available to teens, where 54% of
Spanish takers selected this compared to only 24% of English survey takers. Of the comments from this as
well as Question #13, we see a large number of requests for the library entrance to be located closer to the
parking lot. Total responses to this question: 929

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
What changes should be made to our library?
Shown in number of responses
0

50

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
431

More or better popular materials like books, DVD's, audiobooks

425

More or better hours of operation

352

More or better literary and cultural programs
More or better room for community events

288

More or better services available to teens

287

More or better technology instruction

283
272

More or better youth library space

252

More or better meeting space

214

More or better online services

140

More or better research assistance
More or better staff

108

Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I don’t know.
A comfortable space for people of the third
age.
Create help workshops.
Open earlier.
Hold a meeting time for women.
Educational workshops.
Acquire newer computers.
I think it is good.
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9.

Soap operas and history on the Mexican
Revolution and other historical events in
Spanish.
10. Lectures for children & adults in Spanish;
book clubs in Spanish.
11. More space for childcare.
12. No videogames

13. Need more variety of books in Spanish,
short stories for preschool age children
relating to different themes.
14. Everything is good
15. None of the above is necessary.
16. Move front door to parking lot side. Inform
seniors about getting into the back door especially on rainy/snowy days.
17. I would like to volunteer more.
18. Educational advancement center.
19. Separate room for students to complete
online classes.
20. Math classes
21. Kahn academy
22. Math contests (similar to literacy)
23. Spelling contests
24. I think it would be a great idea to hire some
young people to work in the youth services
that could be mentors for after school to
help librarians with the kids. I think it would
be helpful to have some staff that could just
be available to help kids with homework,
games like chess, outside science/art etc.
25. Lots of folks travel distances by car and
enjoy your audiobooks collection, thank
you!
26. Newer tech
27. Teen services must always be dynamic
/changing to meet new trends.
28. The Teton County Library should play an
important role revitalizing its public space.
That said, our beautiful library could -and
should, further use and maximize library
lobbies, parking lots, and sidewalks.
29. For instance, these areas could be used for
farmer’s markets, outdoor book markets, or
art markets.
30. And as a lively gathering place, our library
could offer also a variety of activities and
events that may include outdoor exhibits from Spring to Autumn, on science and
literacy (i.e. Poetry and Book Club reading),
temporary local artists exhibits and public
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31.

32.

33.

34.
35.

36.
37.

38.

art installations (i.e. green outdoor areas
complemented by several beautiful
sculptures from local or regional artists),
brown bag lectures or midday public
concerts at lawn, theater, marionettes,
games and chess tables, nature oriented
activities (i.e.. pots and plants) and arts &
crafts activities (i.e. Outdoor painting and
Native American beading), and linked to the
children’s reading room, outdoor guided
play areas and activities (i.e. marionette
making, masks making and thematic little
face painting).
Regarding the parking lot, this area could
be maximized by adding a second floor
connected with the main library’s building
area. This additional square footage could
be used interchangeably as cultural art
center (i.e. performing art center with a
theater), exhibition space and additional
conference center.
As a community builder, our library can also
have a Café with Wi-Fi service and with the
benefit of catering library’s patrons with
additional light brunch menus -and after
school healthy snacks for kids and youth.
From the perspective of a local resident
who happens to have benefited through the
past 16 years from this important place,
absolutely see the potential to maximize its
physical space and further expand services
and events in the future.
Access from the parking lot.
I would like the library to carry literary
novels. Books from the past that are
considered worthwhile. Right now, you
have very few of these.
More weekend hours
Computers designated for only homework
or research. I have gone to do homework
before and all of them are taken by kids
playing video games.
The library meets all my needs.

39. I live in Idaho, so the Library seems pretty
great to me. It seems as though it was just
upgraded to an amazing space. So, not
sure why it needs changing, although
maybe it is busy at certain times.
40. Sunday hours could be longer.
41. No changes needed.
42. A north entrance is really needed, too. It
makes no sense to park over there and
have to walk all the way around the building
to get in.
43. The fiction department has been severely
lacking for several years.
44. More and better individual work spaces.
45. We are very low on staff right now that
works the desk. Positions that need to be
filled are not being filled with any
immediacy.
46. I am not sure why better services for teens
keep coming up on every question. I would
like a better explanation.... are you wanting
the library to be a teen hang out? For
reading fine, other things I am not
interested in financing through the library.
47. I just checked the box that concerns me
personally.
48. Really quite happy, and important to keep
pace and not stagnate.
49. All are worthwhile, but I checked the ones
important to me.
50. If grows, everything needs to be bigger.
51. Don't change it too good already.
52. More of those private rooms maybe more
private tables.
53. For the items checked above, "more" is
what is needed. The recent addition of
popular movies is great!
54. The library does an amazing job. I'm not
sure people utilize the staff as well as they
could. I could see you guys getting a few
more meeting rooms, but I also think there
are spaces around town that fill some of
those needs. (Schools, center for arts.)
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55.

56.

57.

58.
59.
60.
61.

There tends to be some duplication in
social services here. I am always in favor of
the library doing cool things for kids - clubs,
space, and online instruction. I do feel I
need help navigating the online world for
my kids - I mean, what apps do I get??
What websites do we go to? I like the
library has those selections on their web
site when we log in to the kids' computers.
See previous comment. More work space,
like a long bar type table so everyone
doesn’t sit at their own table. Its often full of
people working solo and all tables are
taken. Bars like the one at cowboy coffee
are very conducive to more work (and
people) in a more efficient use of space.
I mention this one thing only because it
speaks to the overall tone of the library:
that 'art' installation in the lobby? Yowsie.
Perhaps I'm the only one who finds that far
from inspiring, or even interesting. Yes, it's
important to be prepared for the digital
present and future, but there are many of
us who still value the arts, and I do mean
arts in the entirety of that field. Wouldn't
even a wall of great quotations have served
'community' better?
I do think training for staff to deal with the
"homeless" population would be helpful. I
have seen the police come in and wake up
a person who was (likely) intoxicated, and
the interaction was much more disruptive
than the person snoring quietly. If a staff
person had handled it earlier, it may have
been a much less disruptive event.
Just to continue to improve. I love it
though.
More programs for my recently arrived 2year-old grandson.
More community events.
We do not need to be in the schools
teaching SAT's etc. They have resources
we can save money here.

62. More family/early childhood service cooperation with Teton Literacy.
63. The staff is the very best of the best in
Jackson.
64. People who work in Teton County for their
living - even if they live outside the county should be given library cards (and none of
this "expires every 2 years" nonsense).
65. All above seem adequate - what do you see
as needs from daily observation or
comments or use?
66. Publicize that it's available. For example, I
didn't realize that one could download films
at the library.
67. I have teen boys - they want games and a
place to hang out.
68. The shelves are too high for picture books.
69. Parenting classes, women work shops,
interactive workshops.
70. More electronic books.
71. I love to see TCLib take the lead in our
community on parent and student cyber
safety. I know that all of the local schools,
public and private, do something in this
category. However, as a teacher I
continue to get feedback from the parent
community that this is a hot topic that they
(the parents) feel very confused about. I
know the library did an event this year that
wasn't well attended (I was there- great
event) I hope that the low attendance does
not deter future programming in this area.
72. From what I can see the library is doing a
great job and keeping up with demands
and needs and growing and changing
population.
73. More kids audiobooks would be wonderful!
All aged kids.
74. Existing auditorium often not large enough
for special events.
75. Mary does a great job ordering for the
children's' section, yet more!
76. Better search for online card catalog.
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77. I think the library is doing great for my
needs as is.
78. The current facilities and staff meet the
needs of our family.
79. More control over the noise in the kids'
area. Even kids complain about the noise
when they are trying to study.
80. Like I said previously, longer check out
times for DVDs, especially the TV shows
that are not watchable in 1 week's time.
81. In addition to checking out books really
take advantage of your TV series DVDs and
your CD collection. It's a great way for me
not to have to buy myself. I also really like
the book club kits- would love to see more
kits!
82. True innovation like the library in
Rotterdam, Netherlands.
83. Cafe? Outdoor seating area with Wi-Fi?
84. Laptops for use.
85. The auditorium is not big enough for some
events.
86. More programs for adults.
87. Many DVDs are scratched, maybe you
could do a virtual rental?
88. Tech help
89. Better train on all functions of the library.
90. I would like the last as a parent, but I don't
think it matters to my teens.
91. I think you do a great job already!
92. Youth programs, special needs programsstaff for these needy youth, teens and
adults.
93. Longer weekend hours.
94. An entrance via the parking lot.
95. Change your present policy that prevents
essential grandparent support in the
community. Also, lack of affordable
housing has prevented grandparents from
settling here as residents.
96. Some of the natural science collections are
weak. Also audio disc books are a bit

97.

98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.

106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

111.
112.

113.

"soft" -- lots of "popular" authors but not so
much of literary authors.
The video game area in the teen section is
really loud and distracts teens from
studying. Should be a separate space.
Everything seems to be running smoothly
now.
More opportunities for small business
education.
Particularly a streamlined eBook
database/borrowing system.
More emphasis on indigenous information
on the area.
But youth space that can be used for other
things during non-after school hours.
Very satisfied right now.
As a seasonal patron, your library doesn't
seem to need any improvement at all!
Better use of lawn area outside for reading
and working. The library grounds are not
being very well utilized. The location has
become the perfect place to stop for
pedestrians and bikers. It is not inviting as it
is designed now. It is not the best use of a
county resource.
You're doing a great job.
Books, books, books.
More computers and more bandwidth.
Fund additional hours of operations as a
priority over programming.
Would like later hours on Friday and
Saturday, and more job search online
services.
How about coming to Wilson to do a story
time.
We spend a lot of money on our library. I
am not interested in increasing money to
the Library. You have a very nice
expansion. Now live within a budget.
Just concentrate of the collections. You
are trying to be everything to everyone.
Try and focus on your main mission of
providing books.
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114. Yes! More programs for teens addressing
concerns they may be experiencing. Open
for discussion. Also, having a book club for
teens. Having teen leadership and sharing
ideas.
115. More Reception opportunities/space/hours.
116. More garden utilization.
117. I really can’t say overall. Seems like a lot of
very good programming for a community of
this size.
118. Fewer general public services except
research, books, and digital services
(eBooks, DVDs, audio books/music). A
library is a library, not an Internet cafe or an
after-school babysitter.
119. No more wasteful remodels that don't make
the library better.
120. Better online services would support better
hours of operation.
121. I would love to see some sort of library
book drop off at either/or: Teton Village,
The Aspens, and the town of Wilson. It
would be great to be able to drop books off
without having to come into town.
122. Not just popular materials. When I see
classic or excellent books being sold at the
book sales, I cringe, knowing they will no
longer be available to be found by accident
to curious readers. I have gone to the
library to find a book I had read before only
to find it gone, or them gone, as a particular
series of books I had read in the past. I
realize books seem old school to many but
electronic forms can disappear too easily.
Books are real. They have substance. There
are locations for lectures and meetings.
There are conference rooms all over the
valley. But only one repository for books
that can be read for free by the public.
More room for more books! The library
expanded a great deal. The room for
books shrank. This was saddening.
123. It's fine as is.

124. More evening or weekend events, not just
daytime/lunchtime lectures, for folks who
cannot get away from work during the day.
A medium-sized meeting space (something
between small study rooms and large
auditorium) for community groups.
Preferably with a bit more privacy than the
study rooms, in case members of the
community group want discretion (for
example, in the case of a La Leche group or
recovery support group).
125. A community garden, labyrinth, more
evening hours, offer more community
programs at Alta Branch.
126. You can never have too many books or
literary & cultural programs.
127. More instruction in multi-media video &
editing.
128. More committed resources to interlibrary
loan services.
129. Streamlined way to access other library
collections, to enlarge books available to
borrow
130. Keep old rare books about this area,
climbing, plants, geology, fauna, history,
natural history, fur trappers, Indians, etc.
even if not checked out frequently.
131. Teton Valley Idaho patrons able to freely
use the library.
132. Time for database systems to be
upgraded?
133. I hope the library keeps investing in
"traditional" items, such as books,
magazines and videos for those in the
community who do not have ready access
to computers/internet at home.
134. More visiting authors at Page to Podium
and other author/book events. Offer adult
literary or writing classes/seminars by
visiting author/writers.
135. I noticed an odd lack of some very
popular/well known books
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136. We have been at standing room only events
in the meeting room.
137. Opening at 9 am would be nice.
138. I am only a part-time seasonal user, so my
comments are not valid here.
139. More science and nature resources to
stimulate STEM learning.
140. Would like an Adult Chess Club if there is
interest.
141. All OK now
142. Reduce size & staff.
143. I don't like the way the answers are forcing
me to choose "more" or "better". I would
be pleased to just see it maintained with
economic costs and growing use of these
resources. Educating people about the
resources a little more might be the only
thing I would say applies to "more" or
"better".
144. Instruction on computer safety, social
media.
145. Research databases more accessible.
146. Welcome teens!
147. Hire within community; promote from
within.
148. Listen to staff. Staff is great but
unsupported.
149. My needs are currently met.
150. Check boxes relate to "more", not "better"
(ex. more staff, not better staff).
151. I think that basic computer classes for the
members of the Spanish-speaking
community should be given greater
consideration.
152. Library-sponsored, organized or facilitated
community-wide interest groups for
presentations, discussions, etc.: e.g. art,
science, sports, philosophy.
153. More opportunities for the disabled
individuals to participate with programs and
literature based programs (mainly adult
disabled).

154. Maker space items? Themed kits that can
be checked out?
155. More story time dates and times.
156. Better help finding content appropriate
books for an above grade level reader.
157. I am happy with our library and all that it
offers, especially author talks and
educational programming.
158. I have come to the library multiple times at
8am, forgetting that it's not open until 9am.
I wonder what the specific needs of our
community are in regards to hours of
operation.
159. I think the community is well served by a
focus on children & teens and their diverse
needs in our library.
160. Youth should not be able to rent out/bring
in or use study rooms for games that
involve violence/guns/warfare.
161. In the teen section, there should be a desk
with an adult present at all times. There is
constant inappropriate language, talk of
sex, and bullying that happens on some
level.
162. Teens, and younger kids who are
constantly breaking the rules, being out of
control, and/or being disrespectful to
others, including staff, should be expelled
or banned.
163. I am satisfied with the library space and
services, and am not aware of deficiencies.
164. "More or better" can lead to more than the
community can afford. I think that doing an
excellent job at core tasks is more
important than expanding too far.
165. Teens are difficult to attract but worth
trying.
166. More in Alta.
167. It would be great to have a program for
teens to help out in the summer.
168. Being bi-lingual, I would love to see more
modern/popular lit in other languages (like
Spanish)!
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169. More programing for young kids.
170. How about programs on how to do things
and I think the teens should not have to be
with the younger children, they need better
space on their own.
171. More books!
172. I liked when we were open until 9.
173. After school programs.
174. At least the meeting room should be larger
than the current one.
175. I like what you all are doing.
176. Concerts?
177. Utilize the outdoor space along Snow King
Ave. as a small dog park.
178. I see the cost of living continuing to
increase. It's essential to me that the library
remains a place for the community to meet.
179. Great as is!
180. More windows to sit in the sunshine in the
winter.
181. Weekday hours need to be extended to
9pm. Auditorium needs to be reconstructed
so that it can be used when the library is
closed.
182. More staff yes staff already the best.
183. Open until 9pm
184. You already do a good job with a great
staff!
185. The teens I know would like their own
space not in the children's area.
186. More outreach to encourage early literacy
for families.
187. Consider holding trainings to teach us nontechies how to access online books, all of
the alternative ways to access materials
through electronics. There are so many
non-paper materials, but I don't know how
to use them or, more correctly, how to get
at them. For instance, what is a "play
away" or something like that?
188. I would love to see the Alta branch expand
their hours!

189. More study rooms, take out gaming
systems in adult wing study rooms. Youth
should be encouraged to use other facilities
in the library, instead of using valuable
meeting spaces to play violent games. I
have wanted to use a study room on many
occasions and couldn't due to this issue.
190. I'd like to see the Overdrive eBook
collection mirror the physical book
collection. It takes a very long time for
Overdrive to get popular or bestselling
titles, if it ever does. The other eBook
services offered by the state rarely have
books that I'm interested in reading.
191. Longer hours
192. None. It is great as is.
193. You are currently meeting all my needs, so
no changes from my perspective.
194. Employee retention is key. Also, a happy
library employee is a good library
employee.
195. I don't think more space is needed, but a
better use of space would improve
services...for example, there is too much
space for electronic gaming versus social
learning
196. See earlier response regarding youth after
school.
197. I love the speakers, authors, story slams!!! I
also see the library playing active roles in
education and literacy services for youth
and doing great work.
198. Maybe more training for the circulation
staff. They are often no knowledgeable
about recent publications.
199. I think you all do an excellent job. I would
like to see the gingerbread house
decorating program return this December.
We really missed that last year. The
gingerbread men were not as fun.
200. LOVE the recent changes at Alta!!!!
201. Keep kids in the kids’ wing.
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202. Meeting space for civic groups that can be
scheduled more than 90 days in advance.
203. Please consider opening at 9am.
204. Increase the number of books available in
Spanish.
205. I have to say I feel our library is fantastic
and better than any I've ever been to. I
can't say that we need anything more that
what we have.
206. Open from 8am-9pm would be very useful.
207. The DVDs in the youth section are often
scratched and unusable. It would be great if
there was an easy way of letting you all
know when a DVD no longer
works...perhaps a separate return box by
the return stations for media that is not
working. Then, it would be nice to have
more money put towards replacing the
defective media to keep them up to date.
208. DVDs of current movies would be great!
Your doing great but keep it all current!
209. Expand space available for the Nook.
210. Sunday! Wish you were open longer on
Sunday!
211. DVDs From the youth library tend to be
scratched and defective more often than
not. Perhaps have a better reporting system
for un-usable DVDS by patrons and replace
them more often?
212. I would like to see less short-term best
sellers and picture books replaced with
more timeless resources in natural science,
The West, Jackson Hole, and
climbing/mountaineering. We've lost too
much!
213. Technology instruction would be more
effective and productive in a classroom,
NOT in 1 on 1 situations. If someone needs
1 on 1 tutoring for their technology devices,
they should be seeking a TUTOR, similar to
tutoring in other subjects like SATs, math,
history etc.
214. Please continue to support the Alta Library!

215. I think as more patrons talking on phones,
children are often not told to be quiet by
parents, and staff on assisting the patrons
and answering public lines tends to
promote a louder library...Sometimes I think
that this library is just way too loud.... I have
never seen staff ask people to be quiet.
216. The space at Alta Branch Library is
beautiful and it would be nice it was
accessible to all. For example, if
community members could rent the space
for community events regardless.
217. You currently meet all of my needs. I have
no further use for more or better anything.
218. For the most part, I think the library does a
good job at meeting all the above points. I
checked "more" literary/cultural programs,
not because the quality of what's already
offered is poor, but because I'd enjoy more
of the same high quality.
219. What changes are needed to maintain
current quality in these areas?
220. Just because they are not checked is not
meant to downplay the wonderful
services...just that we are doing a great job.
221. We are currently understaffed.
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222. There are no options for after hour Wi-Fi in
Jackson for entrepreneurs.
223. The youth Space could and will be
improved (I wish I could say the same for
the fire capacity).
224. Study rooms only fit 6, while the auditorium
is huge. It would be nice or the public to
have some in-between options...book a
space for 10 or so without booking the
auditorium.
225. Individuals are always asking for quality one
on one tech help (especially the elderly or
minorities).
226. Teens are our future. We need to engage
them in as many facets as possible.
227. Well paid staff.
228. The youth area needs more gathering
space.
229. The film collection is the best of any library
I've ever worked in.
230. Tech instruction is necessary, but shouldn't
be too personalized.
231. Teens need their own space, not in the
youth wing and a teen volunteer program
would be great, teens need mentors and
projects to work on.
232. More book clubs? More full time staff.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 13: Which of these changes is the most important?
Please check only one.
This question helped us to more accurately identify what changes participants saw as the most crucial.
Consistent with the overall survey results, participants see the provision of popular materials such as books,
DVD’s and audiobooks as the most top thing that could be improved upon. A slight variation is present in
Spanish surveys, where respondents reported services available to teens as the service most in need of
change. Total responses to this question: 934

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Which of these changes is the most important?
Shown in number of responses
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191

More or better popular materials like books, DVD's, audiobooks

182

More or better hours of operation
More or better literary and cultural programs

87

More or better room for community events

86

More or better technology instruction

84

More or better services available to teens

78

More or better youth library space

77
60

More or better meeting space

43

More or better online services
More or better staff

150

26

Comments:
None * 7 Responses
All * 6 Responses
1. Especially for Jackson’s young community
that is not educated about their birth
country.
2. More computers.
3. A larger area for kids.
4. No videogames.
5. Live streaming for programs that fill.
6. 10am is very late to open
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7.

More - not better - for youth series. They
don't need to be librarians, just extra folks
to mentor kids!
8. The library meets my needs.
9. Better / longer youth auditorium.
10. It would be nice to have the computers in
the youth section in a different room, I think
it distracts the kids that would like to look
at the books.

11. 6 meeting rooms are not enough for this
community. They are usually full.
12. Also, could it open at 8 or 9?
13. No changes needed.
14. I am not sure the library should be
responsible for cultural programs or
community events. A library is for books
and research.
15. Sometimes the community room is full to
capacity.
16. Please add reading tutor/services.
17. Doing great already!
18. More information, larger book selections,
access to digital info and training in new
information technology.
19. Have tired multiple times to schedule a
meeting but space is NEVER available.
20. Staff who are passionate, energetic,
collaborative and highly trained - many are
that...keep it that way.
21. I'd love to join a diverse book group. Book
groups I've been a part of in the past have
been very homogeneous.
22. Not familiar enough to say.
23. I have been to a few events in the
auditorium that were packed - made me
wonder if there's a need for a larger
auditorium.
24. A book club would be great, as well as
other programs for these ages.
25. More hours on Sunday mornings.
26. Open earlier
27. Could you please set up a system whereby
a person with a disability license plate or
government identified disability could
obtain tickets for cultural events without
standing in line?
28. For me personally it would be online
services. For the community it would
probably by youth library programs.
29. Innovative, collaborative (with other
organizations) programs that promote
community unity.
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30. Too much focus on video gaming.
31. Services for adults that need help with
reading, writing, technology.
32. Membership for grandparents.
33. More space for community
program/educational programs. It does not
need to be space for general social
gatherings.
34. More outlets for computers.
35. You have done a good job.
36. Geologists of JH for example...always at
capacity.
37. It's a good library but what could be
provided in Wilson?
38. More transparency.
39. Supporting our teens, acknowledging their
efforts, listening to their concerns, looking
to the future, acknowledging how important
their contributions are going to be.
40. Fewer non-traditional library/literacy
programs. The library should not be an
after-school babysitter; that is the
responsibility of the town and county
governments, if not provided by the private
sector.
41. Fine as is.
42. But mainly just books.
43. Better is the key word
44. I am only a part-time seasonal user, so my
comments are not valid here.
45. More science and nature resources to
stimulate STEM learning.
46. Kids should get a library card sooner (with
parents help of course). They can get a ski
pass at 1 but not until 7? Seems an
opportunity missed...
47. We are Thankful that the Library provides
space for community events and we could
benefit for more space available.
48. Also there is a need for computer Literacy
in Spanish and in English.

49. Maintaining what we have and utilizing it is
more than enough for reasonable goals or
to expect.
50. Better management.
51. My needs are currently met.
52. LITERATURE
53. I am a big fan of the literary opportunities
and author visits. I would love more book
group opportunities on specific books, not
longer than four weeks each.
54. I would like to include children as well in
this choice.
55. Hours in the evening.
56. More programming for young kids.
57. Fine for my needs.
58. On Sunday
59. You do a great job.
60. As a homeschooler, I love and appreciate
the library, but there are SO SO many
books (and materials) that I would love to
have access to...I wish you could just buy it
all!!
61. Also, the youth library staff needs to
understand youth i.e. redirecting their
attention instead of just dropping the
hammer. The desk is poorly placed in the
youth area.
62. All of my needs are met at the library so I
can't think of what needs to improve or
change
63. Opportunities for teens: to learn online
resources other than games, book clubs
where teens can discuss books, time spent
learning, reading, discussing reading that
precedes gaming time.
64. Keep doing awesome work!
65. Especially genealogy.
66. Most important to my family & me: Bring
back the gingerbread house decorating! My
attempts to do my own were miserable
failures. Seriously! Otherwise, you're grand.
67. This may not be the appropriate venue to
suggest this but, if possible, would you
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please consider not charging individuals 70
and older for use of the library. Most supra
adults live on a fixed income (SS payments
were reduced this year due to no COLA
and more was deducted for Medicare. In
addition those over 70 medical expenses
increase exponentially due to increases in
costs for supplemental insurance, eye
exams and glasses, dental work and
hearing tests and hearing aids not to
mention ever increasing food,
transportation, costs and taxes. To give
them a "free pass" would be a progressive
step reflecting an general appreciation for
the contributions they made to society, and
a recognition that most people will grown
old whether they want to or not. Thank you.
68. DVDs, see comment above. But really the
issue I find most frustrating is the computer
catalogue. If you don't type in the Title
EXACTLY right or misspell a word then the
book (or other media) doesn't show up. The
nice thing about a search engine like
Google or whatever they use on Amazon is
it offers suggestions that are closely related
or spelled right so it is ultimately easier to
find what you are looking for. At the very
least, it would be nice to be able to quickly
reference the Internet on the catalogue
computers to find the right information so
we can retype the catalogue search
correctly. As of now, I have had to leave the
catalogue computer and go over to the
express internet computers to look up the
right info, then go back to the catalogue
computer...even this can only be done on
the adult side, so I often just give up if I am
looking for something on the youth side
and can't quite remember the title
EXACTLY.
69. I think the library is hamstrung by the lack
of staff. This problem is largely the result of
poor planning on the commissioner's part

in several areas, mostly the housing
emergency in Teton county, and the
insanely high cost of living here, for
instance many people have to spend the
majority of their salaries on housing. These
factors make it very difficult to hire or keep
staff.
70. I think the library can help fulfill the need for
quality, affordable after school activities for
children but more space will definitely be
needed.
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71. If the doors are not open, how can you
utilize the majority of library services for the
community.
72. Keep improving the Makerspace.
73. It would be nice to have a space to talk with
a librarian without having to whisper or talk
about a research topic in an open
environment. I would like to be able to
make an appointment for help with
research projects and maybe have a small
meeting space to do this.
74. Keep technology instruction!

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 14: If the library had to stop offering some of the things it
currently offers, what’s the first thing that should be cut?
Participants overwhelmingly opposed the prospect of making any cuts to current services. Of the 182
comments made, 9 noted video games as an unnecessary library service. It is also important to note that a
number of people who made a selection noted extreme disapproval of the service’s elimination. This is
increasingly important to recognize in reference to hours of operation, which came in as the second most
important change needed. Total responses to this question: 781

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
If the library had to stop offering some of the things it currently offers,
what's the Mirst thing that should be cut?
Shown in number of responses
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Meeting space

163

Research assistance

101

Hours of operation

90

Room for community events

61
60
54

Public computers and other on-site technology
Access to digital material
Literary and cultural programs

27

Quiet, safe, attractive and welcoming facilities

16

Access to knowledgeable staff
Access to books and other reading material

250

9

Comments:
None / nothing * 52 Responses
All are essential / important * 19 Responses
Video Games *3 Responses
1. Hate to stop any of the above.
2. I don't think any of these should be cut.
3. A simple space, clean space would be
sufficient. Nothing elaborate - no need for
fireplace, outdoor park/garden, oversized
lobby.
4. Video games
5. The fiber optic artwork.
6. Video games
7. Other places in town may be able to
compensate for this.
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Wouldn't want anything cut.
We need all of these things.
Public computers for games.
Computers for video games for kids.
It is hard to answer as I would say cultural
programs but not literary, I would say on
site technology but not free access to
computers just for browsing. It is nice to
have another community room but are we
using all of the ones we have in the
community to the best we can?
13. I would expect a library to be safe and
quiet.... attractive is not really necessary if
you have access to books.

14. These things are all great, but Jackson has
a lot of other literary and cultural programs
and I think fewer people take advantage of
these than other services. I also think
they're less essential to quality of life.
15. Really hard to de-prioritize, not sure if
knowledgeable staff covers the research I
have asked for or research assistance so I
am choosing hoping there is overlap there.
16. All are important, cannot pick one to cut.
17. Doesn’t need to cut anything.
18. Geology and Bird club meetings are great.
Nothing in this survey to support the tax
program. Why doing this survey in the
summer when everyone is busy?
19. Video games
20. Don't stop anything.
21. All good
22. Cultural programs.
23. I would say if needs be, cut back in some
areas but everything listed above is
necessary and shouldn't be eliminated.
24. Most people have their own computers at
home.
25. Wow! That’s hard!! I guess I would say
meeting space because you can get that
elsewhere. You can go to McDonald’s. You
can't go to McDonald’s for literary
programs, or any of the other things.
26. Ah...none of those. You know what I think is
stupid? Your permanent welcome, etc.
signs are in English and Spanish. I think
that's rude, poorly thought out, and frankly
counter productive...there are other
immigrant groups here. If its not just
English you have to put them all in. imagine
that concept in a NYC or LA public library!
You’d have no room for anything else.
English is our binding language. (And don't
dare think me xenophobic! I’m fluent in
Spanish as well) I just think from a linguistic
and cultural perspective that is stupid. Its
always slightly annoyed me.
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27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

43.

44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

49.

Why would you need to cut?
All are essential
DVDs
Are meeting space and room for
community events the same?
I would hate to see any of these things be
cut.
Although "attractive" is a Jackson ego
thing.
The video games
Gaming computers need to be cut down in
numbers.
None of the above - if there is a budget cut
do an event for fund raising.
Don't know
Difficult question
Hard to say
Baby sitting. Sorry...I do realize the need.
None, why would you get rid of anything?
But minimally...this is a painful choice.
All of the above are what makes a great
library. Keep all of the above for my
grandson's future long after I'm gone.
Again, not sure your definition of "meeting
space" vs. room for community events. It
is very hard to choose, as all are key to a
library.
I hope it only gets better.
No need for PlayStation/Xbox
Sorry - I think a comprehensive library
needs all.
Don't cut anything.
Less focus on afterschool daycare. That's
what it really is. They children just sit on
computers or play video games. The library
should encourage reading not playing
Xbox. Children who are encouraged to read
and not play games at home cannot be
sent to the library because they will be
encouraged to play games there. Focus on
being a library First.
This is a difficult question. I can't think of
any of these things to cut.

50. All are critical. Each of these are vital and
should not be considered for cutting.
51. Game facilities for "youth" are far too
extensive and could be cut
52. Cultural programs are not a necessary
function of a library.
53. Which of all these services is least used? Is
there a posting of all services offered. No
doubt, there must be on the web site.
54. All are essential. Please don't cut.
55. This would apply to Alta Branch. Alta can
benefit from the research team at Teton
County Library. I do think that research
assistance from Teton County Library is
vital.
56. Some of the programs offered are needed
and good. But I wonder why the library
provides college counseling and
applications when schools have
counselors?
57. I do not agree with cutting any of the
above. Why would you want to cut any?
58. That's a very hard question. Since I have
my own computer, I don't need the public
ones. However, some people do. All of the
above seem essential.
59. Some video games - for a library is for
books. It should not be a place where kids
just go to play games.
60. Movies
61. Nope...not a thing. Is there a
problem...budget cuts?
62. As I indicated previously, other
organizations should often be using other
public or private spaces at cost vs. the
library meeting spaces. St. John's hospital
and the Latino attorneys from SLC are
examples.
63. Nothing should be cut. Just better
management.
64. Don’t think any of these should be "cut"
reduce if necessary except for hours of
operation.
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65. Who does research at TCLib? Local
authors? Genealogists?
66. Do people utilize Librarysticians with
Masters in Library Science(s) anymore?
67. NONE! All the above are what make up a
library. I would suggest better use of
management and staff. Why have staff
who don't work a public desk (this includes
everyone on the payroll)? Wouldn't it make
sense that all individual who work for the
public, actually work with the public.
Individuals working with tech issues could
see needs & possibly prevent issues;
individuals working on programs see what
the public may like or be interested... This
type of action would help educate staff
directly from the working with the library
users. It would also help the organization
use staff in a more systematic &
demonstrate fiscal responsibility. By
having all staff working, show no bias nor
workplace discrimination.
68. Please, NEVER consider cutting staff- they
are the heart of the library, and can guide
patrons better than any piece of technology
ever will.
69. All are important
70. I don't personally care about digital
material, but I imagine these are important
resources for some people.
71. Sorry. I don't feel qualified to comment on
this.
72. I don't know. I'd hate to see any services
cut.
73. Staff who don’t library goals.
74. There are plenty of other facilities in town.
75. Everything is of value to different
individuals' needs.
76. Landscaping or switch to zero-scaping.
77. None of the above. I love this library.
78. None of the above all are essential.
79. Don't know what to say here its all
important.

80. I'd hate to see any cuts to these wonderful
programs.
81. Would hate to see anything cut.
82. I don't need research help but I do need
help with finding information on the
internet.
83. Nothing! If such a budget cut was
necessary, perhaps cut a percentage of
several or all of these.
84. Such a hard decision...
85. None of the above preferred.
86. I feel that the library should not be
responsible for after school day care. I
don't mind that kids are there after school,
but due to the lack of other alternatives,
parents have taken advantage of a free and
safe place to leave their children. Should
taxpayers be paying for this service? Are
the resources of the library being stretched
for a purpose not originally part of the
library's mission? Are the spaces and
resources being disproportionately overused due to excessive after school use by
unaccompanied youth?
87. I see so many people using so many of the
above listed services so would really hate
to see any cuts anywhere in the list.
88. But really none.
89. We need all of the above.
90. Too hard to choose as they are all
important!
91. They are all important.
92. Too hard to answer this. All of the above is
important!
93. What is the Center for the Arts for?
94. That's a tough one! Sorry! Can't decide.
All are important.
95. Providing after school daycare type
provisions. Parents should be responsible
for the care of their children. Snacks are an
added unnecessary expense; parents
should be responsible for providing these
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96.

97.

98.
99.
100.

101.

102.

103.

needs. Also, most children are extremely
wasteful with the craft supplies, and neglect
or refuse to clean up the mess they create
with them.
If something HAD to be changed for
budgetary reasons, perhaps changing the
hours of operation as I think all of the
services listed above are important. Right
now the library is a vital part of the
community and elimination of services will
eventually greatly reduce the library's
impact on the community.
I refuse to answer such a question! Each of
those offerings I see as essential to creating
the amazing library we have. I realize that
budgets drive a lot of conversations
following assessments, but I don't think
cutting any program is going to be in the
best interest of the library. Look at how
vocal the community has been since the
departure of the *one* tech instructor.
Cutting any of the programs will
undoubtedly evoke a similar response.
One weekend day.... Saturday would be
sufficient!
Console Games.
We need some public computers, but it
seems like more people are using their own
devices and instead need Wi-Fi access, a
place to sit with their own device and
support in using their devices.
This is a generous schedule. I do not know
of another library open 7 days a week and
10 hours a day. This would be the greatest
savings if you had to cut something.
(Salaries, lighting, heat, other services).
I can't choose for myself...because even IF
I value some things less, in Jackson we
may be the ONLY good source of
it...meaning it is too valuable to cut.
Less $$ on "attractive" facilities would be
fine

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 15: When you think of our library in ten years, which of the
statements below is the most consistent with your vision?
This question highlights the importance of Teton County Library as a facility that provides popular materials
for the community. While participants were required to select only one of the following choices, a significant
number of responders noted the top three options – a library facility filled with popular materials, an education
hub, and a community center – to all be virtually essential aspects of an ideal library. Forty-nine (49)
participants commented that all of the following were relevant to their vision, and 118 participants did not
answer. Total responses to this question: 970

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
When you think of our library in ten years, which of the statements
below is the most consistent with your vision?
Shown in number of responses
0

50

100

150

200

A library facility ]illed with popular materials including eBooks,
DVD's and audiobooks

258
165

A community center

82

A portal to virtual resources

72

A quiet space to relax and re]lect

56

A creative space for writers and makers

A great place to hold a meeting

300
262

An education hub

A place for public computer use and unregulated Internet access

250

39
25

Comments:
All of the above * 36 Responses
1. Education is always important, with classes
and workshops.
2. Space for children.
3. Free programs for singles mothers or
mothers that want to support and care for
their children.
4. The world is changing very much with
respect to technology. With 10 years, many
things, in reality, are obsolete. The library is
where the community can find ways to be
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5.

6.
7.
8.

prepared for and understand these
changes.
I hope there will still be traditional books,
magazines, and newspapers available to
read at the library!
A wonderful source of enrichment.
NOT unregulated Internet access for kids!!!
A place where you can find hand held
books as well as e-books with a quiet
space to relax and read your books or
research for your information and a place to

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.

24.

have meetings for local groups that don't
cost.
I hope there are no changes to our library in
the next ten years.
Not sure
I think that everything listed above is what I
see our library being known for.
None of these are my first thought.... it
should be a place for books and what the
heck is meant by creative space for
makers?
Mostly as is, incorporating new technology.
Tax program brings in a mix of the
community.
#1 a place for children
At the end of the day, it's a place for books.
A place that is a mix of all of the above.
Library filled with excellent current literature
books.
Also an education hub!
Entrance by parking lot!! This would be
wonderful.
The library should be a source of
information, wisdom, cultural depth and
breadth in whatever form is available and
relevant (i.e. books, digital, visual, audio,
etc. talks, presentations).
Meeting space and digital access will be
needed.
Safe place for all!
Also, I don't ever want to see a day when
eBooks and other digital media are more
prevalent than actual paper/copies of
books and magazines. A hard copy is so
much more preferable to an eBook or an
audio book. I need that tactile experience
and to be able to stick my thumb in
between a couple of pages as I refer back
and forth and compare etc. I'm very
comfortable with digital media, but I
definitely don't prefer it! Notice that I used a
pen on a hard copy of this survey.
I don't know.
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25. To me, the core of a library is access to
information. This mean books as well as
events.
26. A facility filed with physical books and
magazines!
27. It would be great if all of the above could be
achieved.
28. Keep non-digital items too.
29. And don't forget BOOKS!
30. I don't foresee the loss of paper materials
completely - they aren't going to be
obsolete
31. An education and resource portal for
everyone!
32. I am not sure which to choose over
educational hub vs. a community center.
More educational vs. general community.
33. Not sure how much public use of
computers is needed. Likely a
demographic matter. I have computer
service at home, others may not.
Computer access is essential for all these
days. But certainly not the primary portal
as most people have access to virtual
resources.
34. Services should focus on literacy and
education, less on a general ""community
center"". This library survey should be part
of an overall community needs assessment
of all social service/cultural groups to
determine what is needed and how library
fits in. For instance, creative space for
writers and makers should be available at
the Arts Center. Day care and after-school
programs by other groups, including public
schools, unless particularly focused on
reading and literacy. Currently the library is
the only free, central space for non-profit
group educational programs. It seems to
be the best place for occasional public
forums for candidates and agencies feed
back sessions and the tax service.
Education/literacy, and some ""civic""

35.

36.
37.

38.

39.
40.

41.

42.
43.
44.

45.
46.
47.

engagement is appropriate, but not general
fundraising events, other primarily social
gatherings or meeting spaces. A hard
balance as demands on such places
increases.
Only let me check one, but would also
check meeting space, lots of books and
resources, community center, children and
teens welcomed.
Also quiet space to relax/reflect, creative
space for writers/makers.
Really? Just one. Internet access critical.
But everything else mentioned in just as
important. It is the whole mix.
All the above is important. In 10 years I'll
be 91. I'm a believer, if you can think it - it
can be done!
As stated earlier -- no more expensive
remodels, please.
It's a LIBRARY! Stop trying to be
everything for everyone. There are many
places for meetings. There are many
places in our valley to relax and reflect. I
appreciate that many people do not have
regular access to the internet so I support
offering them access, but to me, a library is
a place for books to be read or checked
out, a place to do research, to study, to
access information.
YOU presume it MUST have most of what
you list because you presume it must exist
as a library. I believe it is an anachronism.
A library with real books to touch.
Really... I am only able to pick one?
Please talk with your IT folks... I am a
Luddite, but this is 2016, and I was willing
to complete the survey.
Making online resources easily available.
An education hub is made up of all of the
above.
As we get further from the goal historical
picture of a library, we step into
competition with the free market and also
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48.
49.

50.
51.

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

61.

62.

63.

to services and materials that are not
appropriate for taxpayer funding.
Ahhh, just like a museum.
A library offering free access to books &
resources, both on site and online, that
meets the needs of their community's
individuals, which offers opportunities to all
ages.
Education hub with both popular/new and
useful older resources.
You don't even mention access to nondigital books, magazines, etc. I truly hope
these will still be the foundation of libraries
in 10 years.
We love our library, let's have more events
and activities here.
Materials e- and physical are a part of my
vision of an education hub.
Wow! You've given up on printed books??
That's devastating!
An inspiring place & education hub.
Please never move away from access to
physical books! I dislike e-readers.
I don't like that kids play games at the
library and worse, very violent ones.
For adults.
Everyone is welcome at the library, its
beautiful.
I do not like to pick just one, but an
education center would encompass a
number of the other items on the list.
I would always like to see it as a library first
and foremost, meaning a place of literary
learning whether it is on paper, on a screen
or both.
While all of the above are quality
experiences and worthy of being a part of
the library mission, I hope we never lose the
original idea of the library being a place to
borrow books.
Digital collections and programming/space
that enhances culture and literacy in the
community.

64. Books are still on the shelves, librarians are
still available to help, and people still come
from every socioeconomic strata and feel
welcomed, supported and inspired.
65. Continued access to not only the resources
referred to above, but also those that are
informative via the acquisition of
information, knowledge and understanding.
Though not necessarily "popular" but
certainly necessary for a democracy to
survive. Having visited many countries
without "free" public libraries, one feels that
there is a gaping hole in its social and
cultural construct.
66. Also, a quite place to relax and reflect;
facility filled with popular materials; and a
community center.
67. Books
68. A quite, relaxing library that is a creative
space for writers to both create and be
inspired by the vast availability of literature.
69. And, a quiet place to sit and reflect, as well
as a place to check out books and other
media.
70. This question could have been better asked
as a ranking. My very close #2 choice is
unregulated Internet access.
71. A place that expands your mind (in many
ways) and allows for connections with ideas
and the community.
72. I would like the library to still have books,
including classics, not just best sellers.
73. I also envision it as a community center.
74. A library for the community & beyond, that
educates, & encourages reading, writing &
creativity, in some future format.
75. A gathering space for the community to
explore ideas old and new, inspire
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76.
77.
78.
79.

80.

81.

82.
83.
84.

engagement in the our local issues and the
broader world, and revel in joy in learning.
Why limit it to one? Use better phrasing and
give more choices here.
I think the library should remain to be all
these things, which it already is.
A fruitful way to pass the time.
Having the old library building moved into
the side yard to house our Western
American/western collection with a bridge
connector so all wings are connected.
A community center where everyone is
welcome no matter economic background,
race, gender, language, politics, religion,
age... and has access to Internet,
information, technology, and ideas...
I assume that virtual resources refers to all
of the great new resources that will be
digital in the future. Books, videos, tech
classes, would be included here.
Something for everyone with the newest
technology possible in a comfortable library
setting never forgetting that we are a library
filled with books and media too.
A Community Center allows for a little bit of
all of the above.
Can only check one? I'd also select
community center & education hub.
This is not a one-item pick in my book. It
should be all of these things. A library
facility filled with popular materials
including eBooks, DVD's and audiobooks,
A creative space for writers and makers, A
great place to hold a meeting, A quiet
space to relax and reflect, A place for
public computer use and unregulated
Internet access, A portal to virtual
resources, An education hub, AND a
community center.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Section Four:
About You!
Highlights
•

A total 1,088 individuals participated in this community survey.

•

Over half of participants (57%) reported not having children currently living in
their home

•

The majority of participants are between 25 and 64 years of age.

•

A significant portion (70%) of participants are female.

•

Hispanic or Latino participants accounted for 27% of all responses.
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2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 16: Do you have a current Teton County Library card?
The results of this question as well as other questions regarding library usage report a high portion of survey
participants as library users. A notable difference in Spanish survey responses, with only 43% responding no,
is the result of survey dissemination methods. Spanish survey takers were more frequently found outside of
the library, while the majority of English surveys were taken at the library or a library function. Total
responses to this question: 1,039

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Do you have a current Teton County Library card?
Shown in number of responses
800

752

700
600
500
English

400
300

Spanish
127

200
100

97

63

0
Yes

Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

I have a card but it does not work.
I had one but lost it, they will not give me another.
My 15 year old does.
I use to have one.
My wife does, we check out materials on hers.
Currently library card holder at Albany County Public Library.
Alta Branch.
I do not know the number by heart!
Also Alta
Since 1979
I haven't used my card in a few years.
Well, it's somewhere. Do they expire?
For 35 years!
Applying now
I also volunteer.
Since 1994
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No

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 17: Have you visited the library in the past 12 months?
The results to this question show the majority of participants to be library users, making this survey user
focused. Ninety-five percent (95%) of participants responded they have been to the library in the last 12
months, while 55 responded that they have not been. Total responses to this question: 1,041

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Have you visited the library in the past 12 months?
Shown in number of responses
1200
1000

986

800
600
400
200

55

0
Yes

No

Comments:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

I work most hours the library is open.
I haven't visited the library much in the past
year due to changes described above...
and also since I discovered the great library
in Idaho Falls -- a good, old-fashioned
library with a sea of book stacks ( in
addition to computers, movies, etc.) Their
large-print fiction section offers as much as
our entire fiction section. I drive over a
couple times a month and this suits my
library purposes better. I generally visit our
library now only for specific programs like
the geological and nature talks.
We don't have time.
I am new to the community (6 months), but
I plan to visit within the next month.
Mostly Alta
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6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

Haven't been there in years.
Too far away.
We live in Driggs, ID and most often
frequent the Alta, WY branch library. We
also stop in the Jackson library when we
are in Jackson. Both branches are
important to us.
Alta most often.
Poor management, unpleasant interaction
with staff.
They do not want to give me a card. They
are not nice to me because I don’t know
how to play Mine Craft.
My child is grown and when younger we
visited often. I read much but typically
purchase my books.
Yesterday, in fact

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 18: Have you used online library services in the past 12 months?
Thirty-one percent (31%) of this question’s respondents have not used the library’s online services in the past
12 months. While libraries are seeing national trends towards increasing use of online services, there remains
a constant lack of awareness of available online services. Fifty (50) survey participants skipped this question,
while a number of individuals commented that they were either unaware of the online services or were unable
to use them due to lacking technology related skills. Total responses to this question: 1,033

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Have you used online library services in the past 12 months?
Shown in number of responses
800

717

700
600
500
400

321

300
200
100
0
Yes

No

Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Only my grandkids.
Because I use books more.
Not a lot.
I have not needed to.
Didn’t know about it.
It has never been mentioned.
I prefer hard copy books.
I have resources from my computer at my
office.
9. I visit in person every week, so haven't
really needed to access online services.
10. First time in JH.
11. Not tech-oriented. Do my online stuff and
research at home.
12. Don't need to. Just head to library instead.
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13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

Your staff always helps me.
I mostly go online at home.
Not enough.
I might not know enough about it? I get
frustrated with your "card catalog" when
I'm at the library so I am unlikely to try to
access your online services. I think it's
amazing that you have all the access to
downloads but I don't own an e reader
myself...
I come to the library weekly and have good
Internet access so not needed.
I have my own resources.
Haven’t needed them.
No need to.

21. I usually come into the library. It's on my
"to do" list now!
22. No need yet.
23. Available at home.
24. I'm just too busy.
25. Unaware of what was offered.
26. I am not familiar with using online services
and I have not been in the library very often
in the last year.
27. Adequate access myself.
28. Only the online catalog. Haven't looked into
what other resources are available.
29. No need
30. Too much trouble sometimes.
31. I'm not a digital native.
32. Have tried.
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33. No need.
34. To renew books - love the reminders when
books are due!
35. Too much trouble, would like to have
someone show me, one on one.
36. I usually need to spend some time studying
in the library anyway.
37. To renew books on line, if that counts.
38. I am not very tech savvy and was only
currently aware of the services offered.
39. No need
40. ...Unless you count renewals on line.
41. I just got my library card :)
42. I need to be reeducated on how to borrow
books online.
43. Have online access at home.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 19: What is your gender?
The gender representation in our survey participants was heavily female. While this is a common trend in
survey participation, the numbers are not reflective of Teton County’s gender distribution with females
representing 48% of the total population. Nearly 73% of all survey participants were female. Total responses
to this question: 1,031

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Gender Respondents
Shown in number of responses
800

752

700
600
500
400
300

279

200
100
0
Male

Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bad question - you shouldn't be catering services to gender!
Plead the 5th
Response is for a married couple
Non-binary
Not Important
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Female

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 20: What is your age?
The majority of survey participants fall between the ages of 25 and 64 years old. There is, however, notable
youth representation with 55 participants under the age of 17. Although not reflective of the youth population
percentage of Teton County, the results of a second survey designed specifically for youth is presented in the
assessment report. Total responses to this question: 1,036

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Age of Respondents
Shown in number of responses
0
Under 5 years old

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

0

5-17 years old

55

18-24 years old

85

25-44 years old

400

45-64 years old

332

65-75 years old

130

76 or older

34

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Age of Respondents
Shown in number of responses
0

50

100

150

Under 5 years old
5-17 years old
18-24 years old
25-44 years old
45-64 years old
65-75 years old
76 or older
English

Spanish

There were no comments for this question.
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200

250

300

350

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 21: What is your ethnicity? (Please select all that apply.)
Although Spanish survey participants reported heavily Hispanic or Latino, 98% of responses, it is imperative
to note that surveys taken in English had a much broader range of reported ethnicity. Of English survey
respondents, 85% selected White or Caucasian, 8% selected Hispanic of Latino and nearly 7% preferred not
to answer. This is to be expected with a high portion of English fluency among second generation Latinos.
Total responses to this question: 1,035

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Ethnicity of Respondents
Shown in number of responses
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

694

281

6

12

59

3

American Indian Asian or Paci]ic Black or African
or Alaskan Native
Islander
American

Hispanic or
Latino

White /
Caucasian

Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who cares? Part of human race. Let's stop the focus on that.
Why does this matter?
Half white, half Mexican
Egg (white shell, culturally/linguistically rooted in a transcultural Chinese identity)
Human
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Prefer not to
answer

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 22: Do you have children living in your home?
Fifty-seven percent (57%) of all survey participants reported not having children currently living in their home.
This number was surprising, as a high portion of Library users tend to be parents. However, there was a
notable difference for the Spanish survey participants, with nearly 70% of Spanish survey takers responding
they do have children living in their home. Total responses to this question: 1,036

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Do you have children living in your home?
Shown in number of responses

Yes

43%
57%

No

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Do you have children living in your home?
Shown in number of responses
600

523

500
400
300

290

English
Spanish

155

200

68

100
0
Yes

No

Comments:
1.
2.
3.

In Mexico
Use the library for teaching, grandchildren
as well as much own personal use.
Two college girls who are only home for the
summer.
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4.
5.
6.

1 adult child
But my teenage (3) granddaughters visit
often. They absolutely love our library.
I am the child.

7.

8.

Our kids were "raised" with the library as
part of their life, and I am currently
disappointed with library services, as per
comments above. Please read.
We do use Library when children and
grandchildren visit.
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9.

I am a teenager and I have a younger
brother who is 10.
10. I'm a child
11. My son, his wife and my 2 grandchildren
(soon to be 9 and 11) live with us due to the
extreme housing crisis in Jackson.
12. Adult child

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 23: Do you live in the valley or surrounding area 12 months of the
year?
These two questions let us know that most of our survey participants reside in the valley or surrounding area.
Question 24 further helped us to understand which areas of Teton County participants get their mail.
Unfortunately, zip code data is limited in its relevance to residence with the lack of home mail delivery in
Teton County. Total responses to this question: 1,035

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Do you live in the valley or surrounding area 12 months of the year?
Shown in number of responses.
1000

903

800
600
400
200

98

34

0
Yes

No, I live here seasonally

No, I vacation here

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
What is your zip code?
Shown in number of responses.
500

474

400
300

223

200

106

100

11

14

8

19

6

20

83025

83414

83013

83012

83011

83422

0
83001

83002

83014
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Question 23 Comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

I live in Victor
I live here
I go to college in Utah.
Working in GTNP.
I'm only living here temporarily.
I am a Wilson resident but currently in the
military assigned to Colorado Springs.
I live in Teton Valley but work in Jackson.
No, I live here with my wife as needed.
I live in Driggs and go to the Alta library
Mostly
More like 9 months but I am a resident.
Moved to town three months ago - the
library was one of the first places I visited to
get my card.
35 years
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14. This should not ask about the surrounding
areas for residence in my opinion, as this is
the Teton County WY library. They have
their own library and should use and
support it.
15. No, only visit.
16. I live in Victor...I spend a lot of time at the
library after work.
17. Not sure yet - may move here in the
summer.
18. The library is absolutely essential during our
long winters.
19. Travel a lot - gone couple months usually in
spring and at holidays for family and Red
Cross.

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 25: Do you have a computer and Internet available in your home?
The vast majority of survey participants, 92% overall, responded that they do have a computer and Internet
available in their home. This question is important and will continue to be increasingly important for Teton
County Library as a large portion of the services they provide involve access to computers and Internet. Total
responses to this question: 1,034

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Do you have a computer and Internet available in your home?
Shown in number of responses
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

765

English
Spanish

185
46
Yes

38
No

Comments:
Computer but no Internet * 4 Responses
1. I do not use it very much
2. Ipad
3. It is not mine.
4. Ipad
5. Yes but with very poor connection.
6. Roommates computer
7. We have very slow home Internet.
8. But we don't currently have Wi-Fi. I have to
use data on my phone - kind of a pain
9. I use my phone data for Internet.
10. No printer however
11. But horrible and slow
12. I did not always have Internet access - the
library was SO important during those
times!
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13. Internet is sometimes iffy
14. When I was working at a ranch in the
Jackson Hole area, the ranch had little to
no Wi-Fi.
15. Limited gigabytes, we supplement with the
free Internet at the library.
16. It's limited. I have access but I often come
to the library for consistent connection.
17. But limited
18. But it's super slow and unreliable
19. My wife has a work laptop that is only
available while she is not working we do
have internet and a smart phon

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
Question 26: How do you prefer to be contacted about library programs,
series and activities?
In this question we asked for participant contact preference for when the library is promoting a new service,
program or event. Over half of respondents (61%) indicated an email newsletter as their preferred contact
method. The results of question 25 confirmed that the majority of participants (92%) have access to computer
and Internet in their home. Thus, it is logical to assume this is the most effective way for Teton County Library
to promote new services, programs or events. Total responses to this question: 1,008

2016 Teton County Library Community Survey
How do you prefer to be contacted about library services?
Shown in number of responses
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

668
319

261

213

108

105

Comments:
Text * 21 Responses
1. Phone
2. The Library makes Jackson
complete...without it we'd be lost.
3. Phone message
4. Thank you for having the survey in Wilson.
5. Facebook Events help create an online
calendar of community events.
6. Facebook would be great
7. None
8. KHOL!
9. I actually get nothing, this is the first of
anything.
10. You presume I do. You REALLY only want
me to validate your continued existence.
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Rather rename the building, it's vision,
mission, it's purpose.
11. I do think some nominal expense to
print/digital promo is needed for certain
populations but it can be so costly that it
should be carefully selected.
12. Because I stream music and hate
commercials; people still listen to terrestrial
radio?
13. By choosing to visit the library's website
when I want updates. I feel overwhelmed
by the amount of email and social media
alerts I already receive. A well thought-out
and organized website I can visit is all I
need.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Enjoyed your survey! It is a good idea.
Anything except social media!!!
Do not contact me.
A further comment or more -- (1) the staff
who have taken care of the ILL program
have been most gracious and always
helpful. Sorry to find-out that the position
has "reduced". (2) The University of
Wyoming has quite a large library, I've been
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told that only those who are "connected"
(i.e., students, faculty, etc.) with the
university can make use of their materials,
other library type facilities, etc. Any
changes for the future anticipated? Thanks.
18. I also use the newspaper but sometimes I
see notices about events at the last minute
when it's too late to plan.
19. I prefer to contact, not be contacted.

